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ABSTRACT 
The pressure cxcrtcd by the stored material on rcctangular planform flexible walled silos is investigated 
during filling and discharge. Tests on a large scale steel model silo with a pyramidal hopper showed 
that the stress state of the stored material is significantly influenced by the wall flexibility and boundary 
conditions. The measured wall pressures were very different to pressures predicted by traditional 
theories and existing design codes. This is because traditional theories were developed for rigid 
walled circular silos and they ignore the effects of stored matcriaVstructure interaction. 
In this thesis the results of tests to measure the stress state throughout the contents of a flexible silo and 
pyramidal hopper are presented and compared with measurements of the structural response. The tests 
show that the redistribution of stresses within the stored material is cxtcnsive and is influenced by the 
corners in non-circular silos and horizontal and vertical stiffeners. As wall flexibility increases, there is 
increased freedom for stresses imposed by the stored material to redistribute and reduce the structural 
forces in the wall. The measured pressures in the corners of the model silo were up to nine times the 
pressures at the centre of the wall at the same level. The failure to incorporate the redistribution into the 
model design led to a considerable over estimate of the wall stresses. 
Many existing measurements of pressures in the stored material in silos were weakened because of 
inaccurate instrumentation. In this study. considerable care was taken during the selection of pressure 
cells. calibration and equilibrium checks to ensure the accuracy of measured data. Pressure was mcas- 
ured in four directions at forty eight positions in the model to determine the total stress state throughout 
the stored material. The results showed that wall pressures were influenced by five different arching 
phenomena. 
It is concluded that the cxisting theory is not accurate for pressure calculation in flexible non-circular 
silos. The use of a more accurate theory for the calculation of wall pressure can lead to extensive sav- 
ings in the cost of the silo structure. 
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Notation 
a, b = Side length 
d= Diameter of silo 
dP = Mean particle diameter 
f= Particle shape constant 
g- Gravitational acceleration 
h= Depth 
k= Buckling constant 
q= Wall frictional force per unit area 
t= Wall thickness 
x, y, z = Cartesian co-ordinate axes 
A= Cross sectional area 
C= Perimeter 
D= Diameter 
E= Elastic modulus 
F= Force 
F, c, = Critical buckling load 
11= Dimensionless depth h/d 
K= Ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure 
K. = Active ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure 
K. = At-rest ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure 
L= Outlet size 
P= Pressure 
Ph = Horizontal pressure 
P. = Inclined pressure 
P,,,., = Maximum pressure 
P _= Pressure normal to the wall 
P. = Vertical pressure 
P, t,,,,,, = Vertical pressure at the hoppcr/bin transition 
P,, 4 = Inclined wall pressure 
R= Hydraulic radius (A over C) 
T= Geometry constant (Rcimbcrt's equations) 
V= Volume 
Wd = Discharge rate 
a= Angle of wall from the horizontal 
ß= Angle of sloping backfill from the horizontal 
'= Angle of wall to the vertical 
p= Unit Weight 
8= Angle of wall friction 
V= Angle of critical shear surface to the horizontal 
µ= Poissons ratio 
va = Static vertical pressure at depth h 
v = Normal stress 
QP = Stress parallel to the wall 
a, = Vertical stress in the stored material 
z= Shear stress 
Tw, = Shear stress at the interface of wall and stored material 
0= Internal angle of friction 
1. Introduction 
Silos usually consist of a vertically sided section on top of a section with inclined sides (Figure 1.1). 
They can be used to store grain, coal, cement, mineral ores and many other materials in quantities up to 
one hundred thousand tonnes. The majority are constructed from either steel or reinforced concrete. 
Figures 1.1(a) to 1.1(d) illustrate four different types of silo. This project aims to determine the pres- 
sure on the walls of steel silos with an aspect ratio similar to that illustrated in Figure 1.1(a). They are 
referred to as square silos. They are not necessarily square in plan-form but the ratio of length to width 
will be less than that of the trough shaped silo illustrated in Figure 1.1(b). 
A number of analytical methods has been developed for the determination of the pressure upon the 
walls of silos. Each method is based upon different assumptions and is only applicable to a certain 
type of silo. Whereas reinforced concrete and circular steel silos have received considerable attention, 
the stresses within the stored material in rectangular steel silos remain less well determined. Tradition- 
ally the static wall pressure in square and rectangular silos has been calculated using the Janssen theory 
[1] . the Rcimbcrt theory [2] or earth pressure theories such as those presented by Rankine [3] or 
Coulomb [4]. The resulting pressures are multiplied by a safety factor to prevent failure due to any 
pressure deviations which may occur during discharge. The methods provide two dimensional solu- 
tions, and ignore any variation in wall deformation at constant depth. They consider that the wall is 
rigid and non-deforming or that it deforms by rotation about the lower boundary only. The walls of 
square silos carry load from the stored material by a combination of membrane and bending action. 
Deformation is greater in the centre of a silo wall than at the corners and because the imposed pressures 
are dependent on wall deformation, a non-uniform pressure distribution results. 
The interaction of a flexible silo wall and stored material has been modelled by Chandrangsu [5) , 
Ibrahim [G) . Ooi [71 A. Mahmoud [8) and M. Mahmoud [9,10). They all considered axisymmctric or 
plane strain problems and assumed no pressure differential on a horizontal section. Other authors 
(11,121 have investigated the effect of different modes of rigid wall deformation on wall pressure but 
only a few studies have considered the interaction of soil and a flexible wall. Stroycr [13) proposed a 
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theory for the redistribution of pressure on flexible sheet pile walls restrained along their upper boun- 
daries by ground anchors. He found that the outward deflection of the middle of the wall mobilised 
shear stresses within the stored material and resulted in a transfer of pressure from the deformed centre 
of the wall to the supports at the upper and lower boundaries. Stroycr's theory was disputed by Rowe 
(14) who stated that the ground anchors yield sufficiently to mobilise an active state of pressure behind 
the wall. Non-circular silos have very stiff corners and relatively flexible walls and so it is possible 
that the phenomenon described by Strayer for retaining walls is manifested in non-circular silos. If so, 
it would generate a redistribution of pressure from the centre of the silo wall to the corners. 
The results of most of the experiments carried out to investigate the effect of wall flexibility on wall 
pressure are unreliable mainly due to the inaccurate pressure measurement equipment used. It is only 
recently that pressure cell design has advanced sufficiently to enable the accurate measurement of pres- 
sure in a granular medium. Two types of Pressure Cell have been developed. Cells which arc built 
into the wall and measure pressure at the interface of the wall and stored material and cells embedded 
in the stored material. Wall cells can now be designed to minimise any disturbance of the stored 
material and hence a high level of accuracy is possible. Embedded cells are sensitive to the method of 
placement. They arc less accurate than wall cells because both the placing and the presence of the cell 
changes the stress field of the surrounding material. 
Experimental studies of soil-structure interaction have been conducted on rigid walls and flexible 
retaining walls [11,12,13,14,151. Although many studies have been carried out on rigid cylindrical 
silos, only Pieper [16] , Rcimbcrt [2) , Walker and Blanchard [17] , Tattersall and Schmidt 
[18] and 
Moran [191 have investigated pressures on non-circular flexible silos and they all neglected to consider 
any pressure variation over a horizontal cross section. Pressure away from the silo wall has been mcas- 
ured by Askcgaard [20] and Munch-Anderson [21] to investigate the stress state of the stored material 
during mass flow discharge in deep rigid walled silos. There is no work which has attempted to dctcr- 
mine the horizontal distribution of pressure on the walls of square silos. The purpose of this project is 
to determine the factors affecting wall pressure and to propose a theory for pressure calculation. 
The project has four distinct sections: 
(1) The appraisal of existing theories for earth pressure and soil structure interaction, and the 
identification of possible phenomena that affect pressure in non-circular flexible silos. 
(2) The assessment of existing silo and hopper wall pressure theories for application to flexi- 
blc non-circular silos. 
(3) The measurement of pressure within a large-scale model silo, and comparison of the 
results with existing theory. 
(4) The measurement of wall strains to cstablish the effect of wall flexibility on wall stresscs. 
The remainder of this chapter describes the common forms of silos and the influence of the silo aspect 
ratio and wall structural material on design. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss existing theory, while Chapters 4 
and 5 outline the design and instrumentation of the test rig. The remainder of the project is devoted to 
the discussion and analysis of test results. 
I. I. Silo Classification 
I. I. I. Silo Forms 
In this thesis the vertical walled section of the silo is referred to as the 'bin'. The word 'silo' is used to 
describe the entire structure and the hopper is the lower section with inclined walls. Silos arc classified 
by the height to width ratio, plan-form, wall structural material and the type of flow during discharge of 
the contents. 
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Height to width ratio 
Silos may be classified as shallow or dccp. As an approximate guidc, shallow silos arc defined as those 
in which the height does not exceed one and a half times the diameter or shorter side length. Deep 
silos have a height to diameter ratio greater than that of shallow silos [221. 
Planform 
Silo plan-forms are usually circular or rectangular. Often the circle is the most economical shape for a 
silo, and if the loads are axially symmetric silos are designed to withstand tensile forces only. If the 
silo is designed to withstand eccentric loads then the walls have to withstand bending forces and consc- 
quently the circle may not be the most economic form, and square silos that carry their loads by bend- 
ing can provide an economical solution [23]. 
Wall structural material 
A silo wall is subjected to horizontal and vertical forces. The horizontal forces are due to the lateral 
thrust from the stored material and the vertical forces (which are a function of the lateral thrust) result 
from friction between the wall and stored material. Reinforced concrete silos carry vertical compres- 
sivc forces with relative case and so tend to fail in tension due to high lateral thrusts [24,25,26,27). 
Circular plan-form steel silos usually carry the lateral forces by hoop tension, and they arc more prone 
to failure by buckling under excessive vertical forces [28]. Square steel silos and trough bunkers are 
usually stiffened plate structures. Horizontal and wall friction loads result in a combination of in-plane 
axial and out-of-plane bending forces, the ratio of which depends upon the plate thickness [291. These 
silos have a low rate of failure but tend to be conservatively designed [30]. 
The increase of horizontal and vertical pressure with depth is shown in Figure 1.2. Increases in 
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horizontal pressure may be negligible beyond a certain depth and therefore concrete silos arc more 
efficient if they are tall, whereas steel silos tend to be shallow squat structures. 
Flow type 
Several types of flow have been identified [31]. For the purpose of this thesis, it is sufficient to limit 
the description to the two principal types and they are mass flow and funnel flow (Figure 1.3). Mass 
flow occurs mainly in deep silos with steep hopper walls. All the contents of the silo flow as a single 
mass. Funnel flow occurs in squat silos with shallow hopper walls. The material flows down a central 
core of stationary stored material. The flow type required in a silo depends on the stored product. For 
perishables, mass flow is preferable. 
Jcnikc [32] developed a method for determining the flow type within a silo of any plan-form. He 
found that it is a function of the strength of the stored material, the coca icient of friction between the 
silo wall and stored material, and the angle of inclination of the hopper. The relationship between 
these parameters is presented graphically in Figure 1.4. 
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2. Stress states within the silo stored material 
The pressure cxcrtcd on a silo wall by the stored material is different when the material is flowing and 
when it is stationary. For design purposes it is necessary to determine the stress at the silo wall during 
filling of the silo, when the stored material is static and when the material is discharging. Each of these 
cases is discussed below. The discussion includes other factors which affect pressure such as moisture 
content, temperature variation and segregation and degradation of the stored material. 
2.1. Static stress state 
The stored material in a silo will be either in a state of elastic or plastic equilibrium. The active and 
passive states are the two limiting states. They are plastic states of equilibrium. and are reached after 
lateral expansion of the stored material (active state) or lateral contraction of the stored material (pas- 
sive state) when a critical combination of shearing and normal stress leads to shear failure. Every state 
between the active and passive states, including the at-rest state, is a state of elastic equilibrium. Shear 
failure is defined by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. For cohcsionicss materials this reduces to 
t=0, tann (2.1) 
where t is the maximum shear stress at failure within the stored material, and Q is the stress normal to 
the failure plane. 
The stress state at any point within the silo contents will depend upon the distance to the surface of the 
stored material, the material properties, the wall roughness and the wall deformation. 
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2.1.1. Silo with rigid walls 
When a granular mass is deposited into a silo with rigid walls the material may assume an elastic state 
[331 as the wall has not moved. Because of symmetry there will be no shear stress in the vertical plane 
at the centre line of the silo and the vertical pressure will be the major principal pressure. Alternative 
views (34,351 suggest that the stored material assumes a plastic stress state and is represented by the 
Mohr's circle'C"D' in Figure 2.1. Friction between the wall and stored material will change the direc- 
tion of the maximum principal stress from the vertical. The stress at the wall is represented by the 
Mohr's circle 'A-B' in Figure 2.1. It follows that the stress at any point between the centre of the silo 
and the wall and at the same depth will be represented by a circle lying between these circles. 
The major and minor principal stresses are approximately related by Jaky's [36] coefficient KO which 
can be prescntcd in simplified form as 
Q 
=Ko=I -sing v, 
(2.2) 
Compressible materials deposited into the hopper will consolidate as the level of the stored material 
rises during filling. Since the walls are inclined, the material will compress laterally as well as vcrti- 
cally and will approach a passive state of plastic equilibrium (371. 
2.1.2. Silo with deformed walls 
The soil behind a rigid wall which has rotated about its base is shown in Figure 2.2(a). The failed soil 
is illustrated as a series of layers inclined at an angle equal to 45 + 
10 from the horizontal. Each layer 
has slipped over the layer below. The stored material is in a plastic state of equilibrium and pressure 
varies linearly with depth as shown in Figure 2.2(b) [38]. Pressure at the wall is influenced by the wall 
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deformation and the stiffness of the stored material. The wall pressure. may be calculated by cithcr the 
Rankine (equation 3.15) or Coulomb (equation 3.21) theories if wall friction can be ignored. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the deformation required to fully mobilise the active and passive stress states for 
sand [39). The rotation required to mobilise the plastic state in a stored material behind a wall pivoting 
about its base will depend upon the stress/strain characteristics of the stored material. Figure 2.3 shows 
that the wall rotation required to mobilise the active state is much less than that required to mobilise 
the passive state. 
The shear stress-strain curve for a dense cohesionlcss material is shown in Figure 2.4. Tcrzaghi [331 
stated that the drop in strength of the stored material is due to dilation. He noted that once a surface of 
failure has developed, the material dilates. This reduces the interlock between particles along the 
failure plane and hence reduces the shear strength during further sliding. it is unlikely that the peak 
strength of the stored material will be mobilised at the same instant throughout the failure plane. Rowe 
and Pcakcr's analogy [ 15] of a shear surface behind a retaining wall and the corresponding positions on 
the shear stress-strain curve are shown in Figure 2.5. Positions a to c are in a state of plastic equili- 
brium whereas positions c to f have not reached shear failure. Wall friction causes a change in the 
direction of the principal stresses (discussed in Section 2.1.1. ) and consequently a re-orientation of the 
failure surface close to the wall. This is shown in Figure 2.1. 
In practice, silo walls are unlikely to deform in the manner described above. They may be flexible and 
restrained at the top and bottom. Tcrzaghi [38] and Fang (12] have investigated the pressure distribu- 
tion behind rigid walls for different modes of deformation. They found that horizontal translation or 
rotation of the wall about the upper edge result in a pressure distribution similar to that shown in Fig- 
ure 2.6. Tcrzaghi presented a theory for the calculation of pressure behind walls which deform in this 
manner. Tcrzaghi's general wedge theory is described by Clayton [39] 
"The (stored material] close to the base of the wall will have mobiliscd its full shear resis- 
tancc, and will attempt to move downwards. Because the [stored material] above has not 
yet reached failure, it will be partially suspended by the shear forces on the final shear 
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surface and the top of the back of the wall. The (stored material] will 'arch' between the 
wall and the shear surface, and the centre of pressure will be moved upwards relative to its 
position as if the wall had rotated about its base. " 
The arching phenomenon is not limited to these few modes of wall deformation. It occurs in a number 
of situations where there is interaction between a yielding structure and a particulate medium (such as 
the stored material in a silo). The consideration of the arching phenomenon is essential to the correct 
prediction of pressure in flexible square silos. 
2.1.2.1. Arching in soils 
In this Section. the arching phenomenon is discussed with reference to common examples from soil 
mechanics texts. The term 'soil' is used because the examples are related to specific problems of soil- 
structure interaction. Arching is a transfer of pressure from a yielding mass of soil onto adjoining rcla- 
tively stationary parts. A simple description of arching is given by Tcrzaghi's [331 prediction of the 
stress distribution in the soil above a yielding strip (Figure 2.7). 
Before yield of the strip the vertical pressure is equal to the product of the unit weight of the soil and 
the depth of soil above the strip. As the strip yields, the descent of the column of sand located above it 
is resisted by shearing stresses along the boundaries A-A and B. B. The load on the strip decreases and 
the friction force on the planes increases. The soil has arched over the yielding strip. 
Costes [40] investigated arch formation over underground ducts. He found that the planes of sliding 
are not vertical but are curved. At the surface of the soil their spacing is greater than at the yielding 
strip. He also stated that during subsidence of the strip, horizontal layers within the yielding soil mass 
do not remain plane and the surfaces of equal normal pressure are not plane but are curved like arches. 
Tcrzaghi assumed that the yielding strip deforms sufficiently to mobilise the full shear strength of the 
soil over the entire length of the shear planes. This may result in an underestimation of the load on the 
yielding strip since the degree of mobilisation of the shear strength will depend upon the magnitude of 
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deformation of the strip relative to the deformation of the floor and the stiffness of the soil. The mobil- 
iscd shear strength will also decrease with distance from the yielding strip. The vertical friction planes 
will not extend to the surface of the soil if the surface is at a suf icicnt distance from the strip. Costes 
describes a plane of equal sculement. Above the plane. the settlement is uniform over any horizontal 
layer of the soil. Below the plane. frictional stresses increase from zero at the plane to the full shear 
strength of the soil at some distance below. 
Stroycr (13] studied the arching of soil behind a flexible sheet pile wall. Such a wall is shown in Fig- 
ure 2.8 and the soil is represented by a series of strips. The anchor at the top of the wall prevents hor- 
izontal translation and movement of any layer is outwards in relation to the layer above. Near the bot- 
tom, the movement of any sliding strip is outwards in relation to the layer below. Towards the middle, 
the soil slides outwards in relation to the strips both above and below. The centre strips arc restrained 
from movement by friction on adjacent strips. Some outwards force is transferred from the centre 
strips to the strips above and below. In the same manner the adjoining strips are restrained from slid- 
ing by adjacent layers, to which they in turn transfer some of their force. Ultimately, a certain part of 
the pressure on the wall is transferred through internal friction to the upper and lower supports. 
Similarly arching may occur in a square planform silo with flexible walls. Figure 2.9 shows a plan and 
side elevation of the deformed walls of a loaded silo. it is possible that an arch will form over the 
deformed wall. Pressure will be relieved in the centre of the wall and increased in the corners. A 
second possibility is that vertical arches will form between a stiff ring beam at the top of the hopper 
and the hopper outlet. Other vertical arches may form between horizontal stiffeners or between a ring 
beam at the top of the hopper and a ring beam at the top of the silo. 
There arc no existing experimental or theoretical data to demonstrate the formation of arches within 
silos (other than arches formed by friction at the interface of the wall and stored material and described 
by Janssen [I]. These arc discussed in Chapter 4). If arches do occur, the static state of stress in the 
silo may be very different to that predicted by existing theory. 
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Figure 2.10 shows a summary of the most probable modes of arching in the silo. All the arches are due 
to the same phenomenon which is a transfer of pressure from a yielded part of the stored material to a 
non-yielding boundary. The non-yielding boundary may be a part of the silo structure or the stored 
material. Each type of arch has been named and is described below. They will be referred to by these 
names throughout this work. 
1. The Janssen arch (Figure 2.10a) 
The Janssen arch forms after consolidation of the stored material. It introduces shear at the interface of 
the silo wall and the stored material and across any horizontal section of the stored material. The arch 
results in a transfer of vertical pressure from the consolidated stored material to the wall. Janssen [1) 
developed a rational theory for pressure on a silo wall and incorporated the effects of this arch. It is 
described in Chapter 3. 
2. The horizontal arch (Figure 2.10b) 
This leads to a pressure transfer across any horizontal plane behind a wall where there is variable wall 
deformation. The deformation of the centre of the wall is grcatcr than that at the cdgcs and this results 
in a pressure transfer from the centre to the edges. 
3. The vertical arch (Figure 2.10c) 
This occurs behind a wall on a vertical plane, but only when the deformation of the upper and lower 
boundaries is restricted. The example given in Figure 2.10c is a vertical section through a hopper wall. 
The upper boundary is restrained by a stiff ring beam and the lower boundary is restrained by the 
outlet. Wall deformation leads to a pressure transfer from the middle of the wall to the boundaries. 
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4. The Terzaghi arch (Figure 2.10d) 
The Tcrzaghi arch was described in Section 2.1.2. It forms behind a deformed wall when the upper 
boundary of a wall is restrained. At some distance away from the wall. the stored material does not 
yield and an arch forms between the wall and the non-yielded stored material. The arch relieves pres- 
sure in the yielded region and increases it at the wall and in the non-yielded region. 
2.2. Dynamic Stress State 
2.2.1. Filling pressures 
Experimental work [2,16,41,42,43,31,44] has shown that conventional static theories arc reasonable 
for the prediction of horizontal wall pressure during filling. This is because the pressure exerted by the 
stored material on the silo wall when the silo is full is unlikely to be exceeded during filling. Janssen's 
[1] formulae (discussed in chapter 4) have been adopted by design codes with the assumption that 
solids are charged into a silo without significant impact and that powders are charged at a sufficiently 
low rate that they dc-aerate. 
The static and dynamic stress states are influcnccd by the method of filling of the silo. The stored 
material may be charged into a silo centrally or eccentrically through a chute, or it may be dropped uni- 
formly over the surface. Nielsen [31] found that the method selected will affect the voids ratio and par- 
ticle orientation of the stored material. If a distributed filling method is adopted (the material is poured 
in a uniform manner so that the level of the stored material increases at the same rate over the entire 
area of the silo), a homogeneous isotropic medium might be expected, but as filling through a chute 
can result in particles orientated in the same direction, the medium may be anisotropic and will result 
in a non-uniform pressure distribution. 
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2.2.2. Discharge loads 
The stress state within a stored material will change as flow commences. Material expands vertically 
in the bin and hopper and in the hopper contracts laterally (41]. The stress field changes so that orienta- 
tion of the direction of the maximum principal stress changes from vertical when the stored material is 
stationary towards horizontal during discharge. In mass flow, the stress state of all the stored material 
in the silo changes. In funnel flow, only the material within the flow channel experiences such a major 
stress change, and so the wall pressure in mass flow and funnel flow silos must be determined using 
different criteria. 
2.2.2.1. Mass flow 
In a mass flow silo the boundaries of the flow channel coincide with the silo wall and so the channel is 
defined and constant. (In a funnel flow silo, the flow channcl is not defined because it forms within the 
stored solid). Many authors [45,34,35,46,47,48] have proposed methods for the calculation of pres- 
sures in mass flow silos. Other investigations of the pressures at the walls of mass flow silos have been 
conducted [49,50,51,52,53] and have highlighted the erratic behaviour during flow. The walls are 
subjected to high localised pressures of short duration. Research studies [4 1,44,54,55,56] have 
identified two types of overpressure during discharge. Both are due to a rc-orientation of stress within 
the stored material. The first is known as the switch, which occurs at the start of flow as the material 
changes from one stress state to another. It is only significant in the hopper and is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 4. The second type of overpressure is attributed to a local stress reorientation within 
the flowing stored material as it passes imperfections on the silo walls. Such imperfections may be 
formed by welds in steel silos or formwork scams in reinforced concrete silos. Jcnikc [411 developed a 
method of analysis based upon strain energy for determining such overpressures. 
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Evidence suggests that overpressures may still be exerted against the silo wail when discharge has 
ceased but some material is retained in the silo. Walker [34] measured high overpressures under static 
conditions at the mid height of a hopper which was drawn half empty of solid, then refilled with the 
outlet closed. Van Zanten [47] measured continuing high pressure at an irregularity even though flow 
had stopped. 
Munch-Anderscn [571 noted that if a silo wall is sufficiently rough, the angle of friction between the 
will and stored material may be higher than the internal angle of friction. A stationary layer of stored 
material will form along the wall of the silo and reduce the cffcct of wall imperfections, and hence 
reduce the overpressures. 
Although overpressures and their fundamental causes have been identified, they arc difficult to quantify 
and so it is common practice for designers of mass flow silos to multiply the calculated static pressure 
by a constant derived from experimental data. The overpressure factor has traditionally been applied to 
the static pressure without any regard to the structural response of the silo. Since the overpressures only 
affect local areas, they result in a pressure variation which may result in a worst stress state in the silo 
wall than a high uniform pressure. Therefore the assumption of a high but constant pressure at any 
level is not necessarily safe. 
2.2.2.2. Funnel flow 
The flow channel will expand from the outlet to meet the wall if the silo is sufficiently tall. This meet- 
ing point is referred to as the 'effective transition'. Jcnikc [411 states that if a silo has a height to diam- 
ctcr ratio exceeding five there will always be an effective transition. The upper section will comply 
with mass flow criteria and the lower section with funnel flow criteria. The location of the transition is 
defined not only by the shape of the silo but also by the flow properties of the solid. It is improbable 
that there will be a transition in shallow silos and consequently flow pressures are unlikely to exceed 
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static pressures, but if the flow channel does reach the walls then any overpressure will be insignificant 
[58]. 
Jcnikc stated that pressures measured during the discharge of a funnel flow silo are similar to the static 
pressures but that there will be some variation because the flow channel is not well defined. Van Zan- 
ten [471 observed distinct zones within the flowing channel and measured a scatter in the lateral pres- 
sure during flow. Shamlou [59] states that the mean of the discharge pressures was equal to static 
pressures and so it is acceptable to design the structure to resist static pressure alone. In this assump- 
tion, he fails to allow for the possible adverse effect of a pressure variation on the silo wall. Some 
recent code writers recognised that the discharge pressures may be greater than the static pressures and 
so they recommended a constant factor of safety [60,61]. They failed to allow for pressure variation 
across a horizontal level and this may contribute to the continuing structural failures of funnel flow 
silos. 
2.2.2.3. Eccentric flow 
Most theories assume that the pressure distribution around the perimeter of a silo is uniform at any 
given depth. If the discharge outlet is positioned eccentrically to the centre of a silo or a non- 
concentric filling technique is adopted, the pressure distribution will be non-uniform [62]. Eccentric 
loading leads to particular problems with circular silos as they are generally designed to resist mcm- 
brane forces only. Jcnikc [63] noted that many designers failed to allow for additional bending due to 
eccentric loading often with the the result that the silo wall buckled toward the now channel. Nielsen's 
experiments [311 show that there will always be a non-uniformity of loading as a consequence of dcvi- 
ations from perfect cylindrical geometry or the influence of eccentric loading and discharge, while 
Picpcr [42) observed that pressures due to eccentric discharge are erratic and may be higher or lower 
than the static pressure predicted using Janssen's formulae. Ooi [64) found that the total pressure 
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exerted upon a silo wall was the same during discharge as when the stored material was stationary. 
High pressures are always balanced by low pressures elsewhere and so design for the highest pressures 
is not necessarily safe. 
23. Other Loading Considerations 
Pressure distributions can be affcctcd by factors which may cithcr incrcasc or dccrcasc wall loads. 
Such factors are difficult to quantify, and will be more noticeable in some silo cases than others. A 
limited list is given below. 
Tcmpcraturc variation 
Thermal contraction of a silo wall will be restrained by the stored material. The magnitude of the 
resulting increase in lateral pressure will depend upon the temperature drop, the difference 
between temperature coefficients of the wall and stored material, the number of temperature 
changes, the stiffness of the stored solid and the stiffness of the silo wall. 
Consolidation 
Consolidation of the stored material may be due to release of air causing particles to compact (a 
particular problem with powders) physical instability due to changes in surface moisture and 
temperature, chemical instability due to chemical changes at the face of the particles, and vibra- 
tion of the silo contents. The accurate determination of wall pressures requires a knowledge of 
the variation of bulk density and the angle of internal friction with depth. 
Moisturc Contcnt 
An increase in the moisture content of the stored material can increase cohesive forces or cause 
the formation of links between the particles of water soluble substances [651. The Australian 
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code (611 rccommcnds that wall friction for calculations should be dctcrmincd using both the 
dricst and wcttcst matcrial likcly to be cncountcrcd. 
Segregation 
Solids with a wide range of particle sizes and blends, containing particles with a wide range of 
density, size and shape, tend to segregate. The greater the height of free fall on filling the greater 
the segregation. This may create areas of dense material. More seriously, coarse particles may 
flow to one side of a silo and fine cohesive particles remain on the opposite side. An eccentric 
flow channel can form leading to unsymmetrical loads on the wall. 
Degradation 
A solid may degrade on filling. Particles may be broken or reduced in size due to impact, agita- 
tion and attrition. Silos for the storage of silage are a particular problem. Material degradation 
will result in a changing pressure field which tends towards hydrostatic. 
Corrosion 
Stored solids may chemically attack the storage structure altering the angle of wall friction and 
wall flexibility. 
Abrasion 
Large granular particles such as mineral ores can wear the wall surface resulting in problems 
similar to those described for corrosion. A lining may be provided to the structural wall, but care 
should be taken to ensure that wall displaccmcnt does not cause damage to the lining. 
Impact Pressures 
The charging of large rocks can lead to high impact pressures. Unless there is sufficient material 
to cushion the impact, special protection must be given to the hopper walls. In silos with flow 
problems, strong Janssen arches may form. They bridge across the silo and prevent flow of the 
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contents above the arch whilst material below continues to flow. Collapse of the arch can lead to 
severe impact pressures. In this case preventive action at the geometric design stage is required. 
Rapid Filling and Discharge 
The Australian code [611 warns that the rapid discharge of bulk solids having relatively low per. 
meability to gasses can induce negative air pressures in the silo. Rapid filling can lead to greater 
consolidation. the cffccts of which are discussed above. 
Powdcrs 
The rapid filling of powders can aerate the material and lead to a temporary decrease in bulk dcn- 
sity, cohesiveness, intcmal friction and wall friction (661. In an extreme case, the pressure from 
an aerated stored material can be hydrostatic. 
2.4. Summary 
The method of calculation of stresses at the silo wall is influenced by the stored material stress state. 
This is a function of the material properties and the boundary conditions and is different when the 
stored material is stationary to when it is flowing. The method of static pressure calculation must be 
selected in accordance with the mode of wall deformation. The same method will be used irrespective 
of the filling technique but the type of filling will influence the compaction and particle distribution 
within the stored material. The filling method must be considered when the material properties are 
determined and may lead to complications of the analysis if. for example, it generates an anisotropic 
mcdium. 
An analysis of the pressure during the discharge of a funnel flow silo is not usually necessary since the 
flowing contents have a negligible cffcct on the stationary material near the wall (provided that the flow 
channel is concentric). In mass flow silos, the wall pressure may be much grcatcr during discharge and 
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this should be incorporated into the method of analysis. There are no proven methods to determine the 
mass flow pressure state and so it is usual practice to apply a safety factor to the pressure calculated 
undcr static conditions. 
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3. Theories for the calculation of wall pressure 
3.1. Introduction 
The stresses within the contents of a flexible walled silo will be a function of the interaction between 
the flexible wall and the stored material. In square bins with pyramidal hoppers wall deformation 
varies at constant depth and a three dimensional stress analysis is required. This is not the case for 
either circular silos, which can be reduced to a two dimensional problem based upon the assumption of 
symmetry, or for long trough bunkers in which it is acceptable to assume plane strain. Since there are 
not any theories for the calculation of wall pressure in square silos, methods formulated for cylindrical 
silos or retaining walls have been applied to square silos without consideration of the true mode of wall 
deformation. Many different theories have been developed for the calculation of bin and hopper wall 
pressures and these have been reviewed extensively elsewhere [27,29,67,59,68,691. Only the most 
widely used methods arc described below. The assumptions of each arc discussed and their suitability 
for the calculation of pressures on square silos is briefly assessed. 
3.2. Existing methods for the calculation of wall pressure 
3.2.1. Static pressures 
Pressures in deep silos of circular or square plan form are usually calculated by the Janssen [I j theory. 
Janssen considered the vertical equilibrium of a horizontal slice through the stored material in a silo 
(Figure 3.1), and obtained the following relationship: - 
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A (a+dci) +Cµ Ka, dh -A a, + pA dh (3.1) 
where C is the silo perimeter. Rearranging and solving the first order differential cquation gives the 
Janssen equation for vertical pressure 
A 
Pv [1-e-xµR, (3.2) 
The hydraulic radius, R. allows the Janssen method to be applied to silos with different plan shapes. It 
is only applicable to deep silo structures where Janssen arching of the stored material between the silo 
walls is possible. The accuracy of the method is dependent upon the selection of a value for the ratio 
of horizontal to vertical pressure K. K is usually assumed to be constant throughout the silo contents, 
but, factors such as friction at the wall-material interface and wall deformation will alter the value of K 
in the vicinity of the silo wall. Analytical methods which allow for the variation of K due to wall fric- 
tion have been derived by Nanninga [45] , Lvin [70] and Takami [71] , 
but they do not have a 
significant effect upon the resulting pressure prediction and so they have not been widely adopted by 
designers. Other researchers (41,42,61,72,73,74] have considered that sufficient accuracy can be 
achieved by the use of a single value for K. These include Jenike's suggestion of 0.4 and Jaky's (36] 
ratio for canh pressure at-rest 
Ko =1- sinn (3.3) 
which is used for silos with rigid walls. The Rankine active ratio 
K_1- sin (3.4) '1+ sinn 
is frequently adopted by designers and may be acceptable for the design of flexible walled silos if the 
wall deformation is sufficient to develop the full active state of pressure and wall friction is negligible. 
In the case of rough walled silos, Walker [34) stated that the ratio becomes 
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K=1- sine 
1+ sin2O 
(3.5) 
Another method that is frequently used for the calculation of silo wall pressure was developed by M. 
and A. Rcimbcrt [2]. They carried out experiments to investigate the increase in wall friction with 
depth. Their tests showed that the relationship was in the form of Curve 2, Figure 3.2 and was accu- 
rattly approximated by the following function. 
+T h2 (3.6) QR =h 
where QR is the wall friction force, and T is given as 
T_ 
Pv max-f'v0 (3.7) 
P 
Figure 3.2 shows that the function of wall friction tends towards an asymptote. The asymptote 
represents the wall friction assuming that all the stored material at every level in the silo is carried by 
wall friction alone. T is shown in Figure 3.2. and is defined by the intersection of the friction asymptote 
and the zero pressure axis. It is, amongst other things, a function of the vertical pressure imposed by 
the conical surcharge of stored material (P, 0 Figure 3.2) and the maximum vertical pressure in the silo 
P, At great depth in a silo, all the vertical pressure due to the mass of any horizontal slice is car- 
ried by wall friction. Therefore, at some depth in the silo the vertical pressure reaches a maximum and 
does not increase beyond this level. It is shown by the vertical asymptote in Figure 3.2 and is equal to 
R 
(3.8) ý'rmu'µ 
Substituting the equations for P, 0 and P,,,,,,, the constant Tbccomcs: 
For circular silos 
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4 tans 
DKh (3.9) 
and for rectangular silos 
ah (3.10) 
x tans K3 
Having dctcrmincd the function of wall friction from cxpcrimcntal data and assuming that q= Pa, tan4, 
the Rcimbcrts were able to derive the following expressions for vertical and horizontal pressure. 
Pv =ph T+ 
1 
1-1 
+3 (3.11) 
Ph = Ph max 1- T 
A+ 
l 
1-2 
(3.12) 
Where P, %.,.,, is the maximum asymptotic value of horizontal pressure. For circular silos 
D Pk max ap4 tans 
(3.13) 
and for rectangular silos 
ns 
(3.14) Ph mat =P4 taa 
The Rcimbcrt equations allow for the difference in geometry bctwccn the silos, but they do not incor- 
poratc any diffcrcncc due to wall deformation because all their cxpcrimcnts were carried out in silos 
with vcry stiff walls. 
Static loads in shallow silos are usually determined by cithcr the Coulomb [4] or Rankine [3) Garth 
pressure theories. Rankine's theory considers the stress in a granular material when it reaches a state of 
plastic equilibrium, and establishes that 
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P. = K. a, (3.15) 
where K. is defined in equation 3.4. Rankine's theory assumes that the stored material extends 
infinitely and is therefore not correct for circular or square silos. It does not allow for wall friction and 
is thus conservative in the prediction of wall pressure, and fails to account for surcharge due to the 
cone of stored material. In the cases of silos with stiff walls, the wall deformation will not be sufficient 
to fully mobilise the active state of pressure, and consequently loads will be underestimated. The effect 
of stiff comers will also change the pressure distribution from that predicted by Rankine. 
Coulomb's theory assumes a single plane of failure, and that the material behind a wall will fail by 
sliding as a rigid wedge-shaped block. Coulomb's original expression ignored the effects of wall fric- 
tion and assumed a horizontal surface to the stored material. These boundary conditions produced the 
same value of horizontal thrust as that obtained by the Rankine method. The Coulomb method was 
extended by Mayniel (referenced in Clayton [391) to allow for wall friction and by Mullcr-Breslau 
(again referenced in Clayton [39] ) to allow for a sloping backfill, inclination of the back of the wall, 
and wall friction. Muller-Breslau's solution was obtained by resolving the forces (Figure 3.3) parallel 
and perpendicular to the shear surface and substituting the Mohr Coulomb relationship between shear 
and normal stress at failure. 
T=Q,, tan (3.16) 
Thus an expression was dcrivcd for the maximum value of thrust, considering a unit length of the wall. 
F_t2I, 2ph sinnt cosS 
(3.17) 
where F is the force per unit length acting at an angle 8 to the wall, W is the vertical force per unit 
length, N is the force per unit length normal to the wall and 
sin=(a+o) cosS 
sinn sin(a-S) 1+ sin(0+8) sin(--0) (3.18) 
sin(a-S) sin((x+ß) 
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The volume of surcharge (backfill) on a silo is limited by the width of the silo and interaction with the 
opposite wall. Therefore, the incorporation of a sloping backfill considerably overestimates the pres- 
sure on a silo wall for both a conical or wedge shaped surcharge. Therefore, a more accurate prediction 
of pressures in shallow silos may be possible if the stored material surface is assumed to be horizontal ( 
ß=A° ) and the wall is vertical ( a=9(° ). If these geometric conditions are realistic, the simplified solu- 
lion becomes 
12 coso 
2 
F-2Phö+ 
sin + 0) sind 
(3.19) 
Ingold [751 showed that the solution can be further simplified without significant inaccuracy if the criti- 
cal angle of the shear surface (Figure 3.3) is assumed to be 
W=45+ 
2 (3.20) 
The normal thrust is then 
F=2 Ph2 
cosS+sin(S+ý) 
(3.21) 
The modified Coulomb theories may lead to crrors if there is a surcharge from the stored material. If 
the surcharge is included in the calculations using equation 3.18, the pressures are overestimated. If 
the surcharge is not considered in the calculation the pressures will be underestimated. Further inaccu" 
racics are possible when the heights of the bin and hopper are similar because it is only possible to 
include one angle of wall inclination in the calculations. 
The Janssen, Rcimbcrt, Rankine and modified Coulomb theories are only a few of the many theories 
developed for the calculation of static pressures normal to silo walls. They arc the most commonly 
used but arc based upon assumptions which limit their applicability to certain types of silos. Their sui- 
tability for the calculation of pressure in square flexible silos is discussed further in Section 3.4. 
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3.2.2. Hopper Static pressures 
The hopper walls carry all the weight of the stored material in the silo other than that carried by wall 
friction in the vertical section. Knowledge of the vertical pressure at the transition between the vertical 
walled section and the hopper is required to define the loading on the hopper. 
Static pressures normal to the inclined walls of bunkers are usually calculated by either the Rankine 
theory [3] (modified by the NCB [76] or Lambert [22] ) or the Coulomb [4] theory. In deep silos the 
hopper wall pressure is frequently calculated by Janssen's [1] or Rcimbert's [2] method and the result- 
ing forces resolved to give the normal and frictional components on the hopper wall. Alternatively 
Walker's [34] static and dynamic theories extended by Walters [35] and Enstad [46] ' Jcnikc's [771 or 
Piepcr's [16] theories are used. 
Other theories have been developed for the calculation of hopper wall pressures [68,78,791 , but 
experimental evidence [41,17,17,681 does not suggest that they are more accurate than the methods listed 
above and so they have not been presented here. 
Picpcr (16] presented formulae for the calculation of normal and frictional wall pressures on the hopper 
wall following a series of tests on pyramidal hoppers. He found that for the purpose of design it was 
sufficient to assume that the pressure distribution upon a hopper wall subjected to surcharge from a bin 
decreased linearly from the transition to the outlet. The pressure normal to the hopper wall at the tran- 
sition was equal to 
P = 
P, sine y+P,, 1'... Cos2 (3.22) 
w 
and pressure at the outlet equals 
P. = P, sin2 y (3.23) 
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Walker [34] assumes that the shear stress on vertical planes is zero and so the vertical pressure at any 
level is equivalent to the hydrostatic pressure due to the head of material above it. For any silo and 
stored material combination, the pressure normal to the hopper wall is equal to the vertical pressure 
multiplied by a constant. The constant will be a function of the hopper wall angle and the angle of wall 
friction. 
The Mohr's circle in Figure 3.4 represents the stress at a point adjacent to the hopper wall. The vertical 
stress v, is equal to the head of material ph. Stress normal to the wall, which is at an angle 7 to the 
vertical is represented by P where P is a point on the wall yield locus at an angle 2y around the circle 
from point Q. Q represents the minimum principal stress. The pressure normal to the wall can be 
found from the geometry of the Mohr's circle 
sin2ycos& ý" -ý sin(&+2y) + sins 
(3.24) 
The theory is only valid to the point where the plane representing the normal to the wall becomes 
tangent to the material locus. Walker's theory will give a conservative estimation of pressure due to 
the assumption of zero shear stress on vertical planes [ 80]. 
Waltcrs [35] extended Walker's theory and assumed that shear due to wall friction varies linearly from 
the wall to the centre of the silo. Consideration of the equilibrium of the horizontal clement of the 
hopper shown in Figure 3.5 gives the following differential equation. 
dQ" 1 dA C (Tw + a4 tan y) 
dh A dh a" +A=P 
(3.25) 
Stresses at the wall and in the ccntrc of the silo are represented by the Mohr circles in Figure 2.1. 
Walker used a distribution function 'D' to relate the vertical stress at the wall to the average vertical 
stress. Walters defined 'D' as a function of the angle of internal friction of the stored material (0), the 
angle of wall friction (S) and the angle of inclination the hopper wall to the vertical (y). The shear 
stress'rte, and stress normal to the hopper wall a. were defined as functions of the vertical stress (a ). 0. 
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S and y. Finally the area was put in terms of depth and the angle of inclination of the hopper wall. 
Walters solved equation 3.25. His final solution for stress in a hopper is valid for the static and mass 
flow states of stress. It is limited to the calculation of pressures in steep mass flow hoppers and so is 
not presented here. 
Jcnikc (in Arnold [671) assumed a linear distribution of stress up the hopper wall. Firstly an equation 
was derived for the vertical equilibrium of the entire hopper. The total weight of the stored contents is 
equal to the sum of the vertical components of wall friction and wall normal force. 
N 
p112 tang 3= 2(tany+ tnn5) 
f a. hA (3.26) 
0 
The wall pressure distribution is assumed to increase linearly from zero at the transition to a maximum 
at the outlet. Integrating equation 3.26 and solving for v gives the following expression for the calcu- 
Tation of pressure normal to a hopper wall. 
PR _P 
D 
2(tarry+ tans) 
(3.27) 
Where D is the diameter of the silo. Equation 3.27. is modified to include surcharge from the stored 
material in a bin. The surcharge pressure is distributed linearly from a maximum at the transition ring 
beam to a minimum at the apex of the hopper and added to the pressure distribution determined from 
equation 3.27. P. at the ring beam of conical hoppers becomes 
_3 
Pr 
trau 
tany 
2 (tany+ tans) 
(3.28) 
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3.2.3. Discharge Pressures 
Walker [34] stated that the stress at any point in a solid during discharge can be represented by the 
Mohr's circle shown in Figure 2.10. He suggested a method of analysis which was originally derived 
for application to mass flow silos. Funnel flow hoppers are designed to carry static pressures although 
these may be multiplied by a constant to compensate for eccentricity of the flow channel. 
Higher pressures have been measured in the hopper at the start of discharge in mass flow hoppers when 
the material changes stress state. The change is referred to as the "switch". It occurs when the material 
moves from a static (active pressure) to a dynamic (passive pressure) state. Many authors 
[35,52,69,78,81,82] have derived formulae to calculate the resulting overpressure which moves 
rapidly up from the hopper outlet after the start of flow and locks at the transition during flow. The 
switch overpressure will be partially or totally absorbed by the layer of stationary material in funnel 
flow hoppers and so is less severe than in mass flow hoppers. Rottor (83) argues that the switch pres- 
sure is not detrimental to the structural safety of the hopper. The ring beam at the transition between 
the hopper and the vertical section is in compression due to the inward force from the inclined walls of 
the hopper. The switch pressure acts against the compressive force and so it may actually increase the 
load which maybe carried by the hopper during discharge. 
3.3. Comparison of theories 
Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of the Janssen [1] , Rcimbcrt [2] , Rankine [3] and Coulomb 
(4] 
theories for the calculation of horizontal pressure on the vertical walls of the silo shown in Figure 4.2a. 
The values of the density, angle of internal friction of the stored material, and angle of wall friction arc 
given in Table 3.1. Two Janssen pressure distributions are shown to illustrate the affect of K, the ratio 
of horizontal to vertical pressure, on wall pressure. KI is the active ratio equal to I- sing /1+ sin4) 
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and K2 is the at-rest ratio equal to 1- sin4. All the other theories incorporate the active ratio. The 
figure shows that there is very little difference between the theories and the only significant deviation 
from the mean pressure is due to the variation of K. 
Angle of wall friction (8) 33° 
Angle of internal friction (0) 43.5° 
Angle of hopper wall (y) 43.8° 
Bulk density (p) 16.29kN/m3 
TABLE 3.1 - Stored material properties adopted for the comparison of wall pressure theories. 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show a comparison of the Janssen [1] , Coulomb [4] Pieper [16] , Walker [341 and 
NCB [76] methods for the calculation of pressure normal to the hopper wall. Figure 3.8 shows the 
pressures normal to the hopper wall for the silo filled to the top of the hopper. The Coulomb method 
predicts the highest pressures. This is because it was developed for retaining wall applications. It is 
based upon the assumption that the stored material extends infinitely away from the wall and so it does 
not allow for the affect of opposite walls. The pressures predicted by the Janssen, Walker and Jenike 
theories are all similar and approximately one third lower than the Coulomb prediction. The Pieper 
and N. C. B. pressure distributions are considerably lower than all the others. 
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the methods of pressure calculation for the same silo filled to two 
metres above the top of the hopper. The vertical surcharge pressure was calculated using Janssen's 
equation. The figure shows little correlation between existing theories. Some theories predict max- 
imum pressures at the top of the hopper and others predict the highest pressures at the outlet. 
3.4. Assumptions of the existing theories 
The major assumptions used in many or all the above theories are summarised and discussed below: 
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1. The stored material is isotropic and homogeneous. Tests (31,44] have shown that this is rarely the 
case and that anisotropy may lead to significant changes to the static and discharge pressures from 
those predicted by existing theories. 
2. The angle of internal friction is used to describe the strength of the stored material. Soil strength is 
dependent on the stress path to failure. The stress path is determined by the silo aspect ratio and the 
silo wall stiffness. The angle of internal friction represents the strength for a single stress path to 
failure and so it does not necessarily represent the strength of all the material in the silo. 
3. Many theories assume that the major principal stress aligns with the vertical axis and the minor 
principal stress aligns with a horizontal axis perpendicular to the bin wall when the stored material is 
static. Some researchers (34.351 have incorporated a distribution factor to allow for the effect of wall 
friction on the direction of the principal stresses but none have allowed for any change due to wall 
slope on a horizontal plane. 
4. The ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure is usually assumed to be constant with the stored material 
in either an at-rest or an active state of equilibrium. This is not however a limitation of the theories, but 
users have generally adopted a single value of K which suggests that the walls are rigid and non- 
deforming or that they arc rigid and rotate about the base. Other modes of wall deformation have not 
been incorporated into design calculations. 
5. Wall friction is usually assumed to be constant and fully mobilised at every point on the wall 
although again this is not a limitation of the theory. 
6. The stored material is assumed to be incompressible. This may lead to errors in the calculation of 
hopper pressures. In compressible stored materials consolidation during or after filling will cause slip 
along the inclined hopper walls. Lateral contraction of the contents will change the stress state toward 
a passive plastic state of equilibrium. 
7. The effect of discharge on the stored material stress state in the bin has usually only been incor- 
poratcd into design using an overpressure factor applied to the static pressure. Two factors are 
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specified, one for mass flow and one for funnel flow. They arc applied to all silos that fall within these 
categories without consideration of the structural form or susceptibility to different load conditions. 
Many of these assumptions are reasonable for circular silos but they may all be incorrect for non- 
circular silos with flexible walls. Although the errors due to the assumptions described in 1,2,5 and 6 
may be small, the neglect of others will lead to significant errors for some silo types. The emphasis of 
existing research into static pressures has been towards the correct determination of the ratio of hor- 
izontal to vertical pressure, and the variation in vertical pressure with distance from the silo wall due to 
the effect of wall friction. Few researchers have considered the effect of wall flexibility on pressures 
and those that have, have only considered plane strain or axisymmctric problems. There has been a 
similar neglect of the problems of wall flexibility during studies of wall pressures when discharging 
silos. In addition, the few experimental studies carried out on non-circular flexible silos have not given 
any information on the influence of wall flexibility. 
The literature relating to other fields of soil mechanics and reviewed in Chapter 2 showed that arching 
generates a significant redistribution of pressure behind flexible walls. Based upon this evidence 
hypotheses were presented for arching in non-circular flexible silos. In order to investigate these 
hypotheses, and considering the lack of existing experimental data, an experimental study was under- 
taken on a model silo. The test programme had the following major aims. 
1. To gain a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena that affect pressures in non- 
circular flexible silos. 
2. To verify the existing methods of silo wall pressure calculation for non-circular flexible 
silos. 
3. Pending the results of 2, to provide a basis for the development of improved theories to 
describe the general case of pressure on a flexible wall. 
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The following chapters describe the design and testing of the silo model. 
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4. Design of the Experimental Apparatus 
4.1. Introduction 
A large scale model silo was constructed for testing at the laboratories of the Building Research Estab- 
lishment. It was expected that the investigation of a single silo model would give an insight into the 
mode of interaction of the wall and stored material and the phenomena that affect pressure in flexible 
silos of different aspect ratios and wall and stored material stiffnesses during both filling and discharge. 
The experimental rig is shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of the model silo, a storage silo, a timber 
filling box and filler box support structure, and a bucket elevator to transport the stored material 
between the test silo and the storage silo. The test model is detailed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Detailed 
reasons for each of the design decisions are given in Sections 4.3 to 4.5. and so only a brief description 
is given here. The model is Grade 43 steel, the geometry is shallow and was designed for funnel flow. 
The plan-form is 2.0m. by 2.0m. square. The height of the bin is 2.0m. and the height of the hopper is 
1.0m. The granular stored medium was Leighton Buzzard sand. This is a poorly graded sand with well 
rounded particles. A steel frame was erected around the model to support a timber filler box. Twenty 
five holes were drilled at even spaces in the base of the box to give a distributed filling. The filling pro- 
cess is shown in Figure 4.4. A distributed filling method was selected in preference to the more com- 
mon chute filling to minimise anisotropy of the stored material. Tests were conducted with the 
matcrial in a static state and during discharge. Measurements of pressure, deformation and strain were 
recorded. 
The detailed design and analysis of the test model and preliminary tests on the stored material are dis- 
cussed below. The selection of instrumentation for the measurement of pressure. deformation and 
strain is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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4.2. Selection of model size and geometry 
The model is not intended to be a scale replica of any particular structure and so the results will not be 
directly applicable to any silo other than the test model. The model was designed to indicate the pres- 
sure magnitude and distribution in square flexible silos other than very small silos in which the boun- 
dary conditions have a disproportionate effect on the pressure distribution. 
The problems of scale errors from tests on reduced scale model silos have been investigated by Reim- 
bat [2] , Hartlcn [44] , 
Nielsen [84] 
, Pieper [16] and 
Munch-Anderson [85]. Most of the problems 
arose due to the difficulty of scaling the boundary conditions. Nielsen conducted tests on small scale 
models and found that it was necessary to increase the gravitational acceleration to overcome boundary 
affects. However, above a certain size, the behaviour of one silo could be used to predict the behaviour 
of another within the earth's gravitational field if the boundary conditions and aspect ratios were simi- 
lar. He suggested that silos with a diameter or side length of two metres or more could be used to 
predict the behaviour of larger silos. A side length of two metres was selected for the test model. The 
silo height was selected to impose the maximum surcharge upon the hopper whilst still keeping within 
the restraints of the "shallow" classification (discussed in Chapter 1). 
The hopper was designed for funnel (low since this was typical of shallow steel silos manufactured in 
practice. An angle of wall inclination of forty three degrees was selected to achieve funnel flow using 
Jcnikc's critcria [321. 
4.3. Stored material selection 
The storcd matcrial was sclcctcd to mcct the following critcria: 
(a) Dry and frcc flowing 
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(a) Uniform in size and shape to help achieve repeatable results. 
(b) Cohesionless. and of sufficient particle size to prevent air cntrapmcnt, so that the parame- 
ters of creep and cohesion could be ignored. 
(c) Have practical applications within the bulk solids handling industry. 
The stored material chosen was Leighton Buzzard sand, particle size 0.5mm to 1.0mm. It is dry and 
free flowing. The particles are uniform in size and shape and it has often been used for research pur- 
poses and the results are widely acknowledged in both research and industrial circles. 
4.4. Filling Method 
The modcl filling technique and stored material were selected to minimise anisotropy of the stored 
material and to ensure consistency of compaction throughout the silo. Distributed filling produces a 
dense and nearly isotropic medium that can be simulated well in the shear box. The shear box tests for 
the determination of the lower and upper limits for the angle of internal friction arc discussed in Sec- 
tion 4.7.3. The distributed filling method was expected to produce a dense medium close to the upper 
limit of the density range. The density of the medium in the silo will vary with depth due to the 
different distances of fall of particles, from the filler box. The velocity of the particles during filling 
influences their lodgement at rest (Nielsen [86] ). Since the velocity of particles charged into the bot- 
tom of the silo (when it is empty) is greater than that of particles landing at the top (when it is full), the 
particle packing will also vary. The difference in density of the stored material in the silo was mcas" 
urcd using the techniques outlined in BS 1377,1975 at 0.25m. and 2.75m. above the outlet. The dcnsi- 
tics were 15.9kN/m3 and 15.3kW/m3 respectively. The difference is approximately four per cent. This 
is very small when compared with the variation in measured pressures throughout the silo (presented in 
Chapter 8). It suggests that the distributed filling method leads to a similar packing of the stored 
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matcrial throughout the silo. 
4.5. Model Design 
Before carrying out the detailed analysis and design of the model silo, a literature survey 
129,87,88,30,89,90,27,91,221 was conducted to determine the most common silo forms and analysis 
and design methods. The test model was designed so that features such as the support structure and 
ring beam were typical of existing structures. Three methods of analysis were reviewed and compared 
with experimental results obtained from a small perspex silo loaded by filling with water. Of the 
methods tested, only the Finite Element Method was in good agreement with the experimental results. 
The good correlation from this single test suggested that the Finite Element Method was suitable for 
the analysis of the test model. 
45.1. Review of silo analysis and design techniques 
43.1.1. Wall Plates 
The dcsign of silos has been discusscd by Gaylord [29] . Troitsky [87,881 , Lightfoot [30] , Stccl 
Designers Manual (891 , Skicllcr [901 , Safarian and Harris (271 , Rottcr (911 and Lambert [221. They 
consider steel silos reinforced with either horizontal or vertical stiffeners. Material loads in the silo are 
applied directly to the wall plate. and transferred via the plate to the suffcncrs. The walls are subjected 
to bending and tensile membrane stresses. Frictional forces result in vertical compression of the wall 
and, bccausc of the stiff corners and column supports, in-plane bending of the wall. 
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There are two main approaches to modelling the structural system. Either the silo is analysed as many 
isolated components or it is considered as a continuous folded plate structure. Most existing guides 
recommend the first approach. The walls are designed with assumed boundary conditions and intcrac- 
lion between individual plates is ignored. 
Wall pressure is carried partly by flexural action of the plate in bending and partly by membrane 
action. Silo walls may be designed using either small or large deflection theories. If the wall 
deflections arc small (less than the thickness of the plate), for design purposes it is acceptable to 
assume that the load is carried entirely by plate bending. If the deflections are large, membrane action 
is included. 
Large deflection analysis 
The large defection analysis of a folded plate structure is complex because of the non-linear behaviour 
of the connected plate elements. A unique analysis is required for each plate configuration and a 
detailed analysis which considers the plate interaction and the in-plane and out-of-plane forces is only 
possible by numerical methods. Since little research work has been conducted in this area, it is more 
common to analyse the individual elements independently and ignore interaction between them. 
Troitsky [87) describes the work of Lichtarnikov (92) in which the wall plate is treated as a membrane 
and a formula is derived to calculate the bending moment on a simply supported strip of unit width. 
The method does not consider the in-plane force and the plate boundary conditions are approximate. 
Small deflection analysis 
Thrcc methods of analysis arc commonly used. Wall plates between stiffcncrs with an aspect ratio 
greater than two to one arc analysed as a beam bending in one direction only. The beam is assumed to 
span continuously over stiffeners and is fully fixed at the cnds. 
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Plates with an aspect ratio less than two to one are designed from tabular data. Roark [93) and 
Timoshenko [94] provided data for the maximum stress in rectangular plates for different load cases 
and boundary conditions. Data are not given for the analysis of trapezoidal plates. The hopper wall is 
analayscd as a rectangular plate and its dimensions are calculated from formulae given in Roark. 
Both of the methods described above are inaccurate due to the assumed plate geometry and boundary 
conditions. Numerical techniques such as the finite clcmcnt analysis can be used to study the intcrac- 
tion of the various plate members subjected to in-plane and out-of-plane loads. 
Plates are less efficient when subjected to out-of-plane loads than to membrane tension and so a plate 
structure designed by small deflection theory is less economical than one designed by large deflection 
theory. Despite the possible economies, designers have rarely adopted large displacement theory 
because of its complexity. The very large deformations that must exist, coupled with the lack of 
research leads most designers to take a more conservative approach. 
Plate Instability 
Levy [951 found that the buckling resistance of a flat plate is increased by the application of lateral 
pressure. He incorporated the increased buckling resistance into an empirical analysis for isolated 
plates. In practice a conservative stability analysis is usually adopted and the critical elastic buckling 
load is calculated assuming that the only loads acting arc in the plane of the plate. 
4.5.1.2. Transition ring beam 
Hopper loads may be carried by the silo walls, or, entirely or in part by any ring beam present at the 
intersection between the bin and hopper. The second method is more often adopted for rcctangular 
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hoppers. The ring beam has to carry the hopper weight and distribute the silo loads to the supports. At 
the start of filling the ring beam will act as a compression frame. It resists inward forces from the 
suspended hopper. As filling continues, the compressive forces will be offset by tension from the 
lateral pressure exerted by the stored material in the bin. 
The ring beam may also have to carry loads from the following: 
1. Vcrtical load from wall friction in the bin. 
2. Axial compressive forces that arise from in-plane bending of the wall plates. 
3. Axial tcnsion due to forces from adjacent walls. 
4. Torsion due to eccentricity of any of the above forces. 
4S. 1.3. Support structure 
The support structure for small silos is usually terminated at the ring beam. The walls of the structure 
above carry all the loads from the bin. This form of support is common in circular silos but in square 
silos the supports are usually continued from the transition ring beam to the top of the structure. Their 
function is to carry the vertical loads in the bin and provide resistance to buckling. A small ring beam 
is often positioned at the top of the silo to give additional restraint against horizontal forces. The sup- 
port structure is braced to provide stability against externally applied lateral forces or non-symmetrical 
internal forces. 
4.5.2. Assessment of the accuracy of the methods of analysis 
The test model was designed using small displacement theory, as this is most frequently used in prac- 
ticc. The accuracy of the methods of analysis described in Section 4.5.1. was investigated by 
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comparison with test results from a perspex model silo. Strain gauges were attached to the model 
shown in Figure 4.5 and the model was filled with water. The measured stresses were compared with 
those predicted by traditional theories and the Finite Element method. Whilst there was good agree- 
ment between the theoretical values obtained using the Finite Element method and experimental 
results. the traditional calculations tended to produce conservative solutions. The maximum principal 
stresses in the centre of the hopper wall predicted by the Finite Element method were within approxi- 
mately 15% of the maximum principal stress measured in the model. The maximum stresses predicted 
by the traditional theories were up to four times greater than the measured stresses. 
The tests suggested that the simplified analytical methods used by the majority of designers lead to 
uneconomic designs. They also showed that the Finite Element model gave an accurate prediction of 
wall stresses from a known pressure field for this particular model. 
4.5.3. Wall design 
The walls of the test model were not stiffened because stiffeners have a local effect on the pressure dis- 
tribution and could have confused the interpretation of the global pressure field. 
The maximum wall stress and wall thickness were calculated by small displacement theory using the 
finite clement method. The PAFEC 75 software package for finite clement analysis was used and is 
described in Appendix A. The mesh generated for the analysis is shown in Figure Al. A model of a 
quarter of the test silo was analysed. Loads imposed on the bin were calculated using Janssen's equa- 
tion and on the hopper using guidance in the Australian code (61]. As a factor of safety, the most con- 
scrvative codified values of the ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure, 'K', were selected for each load 
case. Vertical restraints were applied to the bin-hopper transition. The Finite Element model was also 
restrained against rotation about the 'y' axis (Figure Al) along both vertical edges and vertically along 
the hoppcr/bin transition. 
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Displacement output is in the form of three translations and three rotations, each in or about the global 
'x'. 'y' and 'z' directions. The principal stresses on the top. middle and bottom surfaces of the clement 
are found at each clement centroid and each nodal point. The principal stresses predicted for a 10mm. 
thick wall plate were determined. The largest stresses were significantly lower than the yield stress of 
steel and so a 6mm. plate was analysed. The deformations of a wall constructed from 6mm. plate were 
ovcr 9mm. and so were considered to be excessive when compared with the plate thickness and so 
I Omm. plate was selected for the test model wall. 
The elastic critical buckling load was calculated from the following equation 
F`, =k 
rc2 E 
(k)2 
12 1 1-µ2) (4. l) 
No allowance was made for the increase in buckling resistance due to the horizontal pressure. The 
plate was assumed to be simply supported on all four edges and subjected to a linearly increasing load. 
A factor for k equal to 6.7 was taken from Brown [96] and the calculated total critical buckling load 
was 31.8 kN. This is much greater than the applied axial compressive load due to friction between the 
stored material and the wall and suggests that plates designed to carry lateral pressure by bending 
action in shallow silos are not in danger of buckling. 
4.5.4. Silo support structure and ring beam 
The support structure was designed for two load cases - the silo full and the silo filled to the top of the 
hopper. All members were designed in accordance within the guidelines of BS 5950. The silo is sup- 
ported upon four columns that were designed to carry the weight of the structure and contents by axial 
compression. The transition ring beam was designed for bi-axial bending. It is required to resist 
lateral thrust from the stored material and vertical and inward forces from the hopper self weight and 
contents and from frictional drag on the bin wall. Figure 4.6 illustrates some of the possible details of 
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transition ring beams. The ring beam shown in Figure 4.3 was selected because it produces the lowest 
out-of-plane stress in the bin wall. 
4SS. Connections 
All plate connections are butt welds. Other connections are a mixture of fillet welds and bolts. WVcldcd 
steel members are adversely affected by welding shrinkage and so particular care was taken during the 
fabrication of the hopper/bin connection and ring beam to minimise residual stresses. 
45.6. Outlet size 
The outict dimensions were selected to allow a gravity discharge of the contents in approximately 
thirty minutes without the use of a feeder. The discharge time was calculated using the following for. 
mula taken from the B. M. H. B. code for silo design [60]. 
{Vd = 1.03 pg°3 (L - fdd)m (cots)-0.35 
whcrc 
(4.2) 
W, is the discharge rate (kgs-1), p is the bulk density (kgm-3), g is the gravitational acceleration 
(rm'2), L is the width of the outlct, f is a particle shape constant (taken as 1.8), do is the mean particle 
diameter. and a is the angle of the wall from the horizontal. 
The accuracy of the formula has not been confirmed and so it was checked with results from a model 
test. The time for a known quantity of sand to pass through a number of diffcrcnt sizcd holes was 
measured. The experimental and theoretical results were in close agreement. A discharge orificc of 
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80mm. * 80mm. was selected for the test model. Equation 4.2 predicted a discharge time of thirty 
minutes to the nearest minute and the experiment predicted thirty four minutes. The discharge time for 
the silo model was approximately forty three minutes. 
4.6. Tensile Tests 
The Elastic Modulus and yield stress of the steel wall plate were determined from the mean results of 
five tensile tests. Specimens were cut to the dimensions recommended in DS 18 Part 2. The sped. 
mcns were tested to failure in tension. Extension over a 150 mm. length of the specimen was recorded 
at regular intervals during loading. 
Property Mean Standard Deviation 
Elastic Modulus 216 kN/mm2 9.1 kN/mm2 
Yield Stress 326 Nlmm2 16.7 Nlmm2 
TABLE 4.1 - Mean results from five tensile specimens 
4.7. Stored material properties 
The stored material was Leighton Buzzard sand, with particles sizes ranging from 0.5mm. to 1.0mm. 
The effective size was 0.55mm. and the uniformity coefficient was 1.5. Knowledge of the angle of 
internal friction, angle of wall friction, angle of repose, and bulk density of the stored material was 
required for the model design. 
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4.7.1. Bulk Density 
The bulk density of the sand was found when the sand was in a loose state and in a dense state. Each 
test was repeated three times. The loose specimen was prepared by pouring the sand from a container at 
a height of approximately twenty millimeters above the sand surface. The dense specimen was 
vibrated for forty seconds on a vibrating table. (Any further vibration did not affect the density. ) The 
bulk densities are given in Table 4.2. 
Loosc sand 14.5 LN /m 3 
Dcnsc sand 16.29 kN/m 3 
TABLE 4.2 " Sand Bulk Density 
4.7.2. Angle of repose 
The angle of rcposc checks the lower bound value of the internal angle of friction from the shear box 
tests. It was measured on a planar surface using a cylindrical drum, and was found to be 36°. 
4.7.3. Shear box test 
The angle of internal friction and angle of wall friction were determined from direct shear tests. The 
direct shear box has been severely criticised but Potts [97J points out that it remains popular due to its 
simplicity, and the results obtained from it are consistent with the results from other more sophisticated 
tests. In chapter three it was stated that results from the shear box arc limited because it does not 
model the correct stress path to failure of the sand in the silo. The Geotechnical staff at the Building 
Research Establishment stated that it was unlikely that the shear strength in the silo would differ by 
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more than plus or minus four degrees from the shear strength in the shear box if the sand densities wcrc 
similar. Since it is impossible to determine the precise shear strength at every point in the silo, the 
mean value achieved in the direct shear box is a compromise. 
Square samples with a side length of ten centimetres were adopted for the shear box tests. Standard 
shear box test procedure recommends that tests are conducted with the sand in loose, medium and 
dense states of compaction. The extreme care required when placing sand in the shear box to obtain a 
loose state of compaction indicated that it was unlikely that such a condition could be obtained in a 
silo. For this reason tests were only conducted upon medium and well compacted samples. 
The medium density samples were prepared by pouring the sand from a container no further than 50 
cm. above the box. The surface of the sand was leveled with a flat plate. The dense samples were 
prepared by depositing the sand using a chute with 7.5 cm. diameter and 50 cm. height. The box was 
vibrated for one minute to achieve more compaction. Care was always taken to produce a uniform 
sample thickness. 
The upper half of the shear box was displaced at a rate of 0.5 mm. per minute whilst the lower half 
remained stationary. To check the influence of strain rate on the results, three tests were conducted at a 
displacement rate of 0.15 mm. per minute. The difference from the mean was less than five per cent. 
Readings were taken for every 0.2 mm. of displacement. The vertical consolidating force was 
increased in intervals of 30 W. from 30 kN. to 180 kN. 
The angle of internal friction was found in the first series of tests. In the second series of tests a steel 
plate was inserted into the bottom half of the shear box and the angle of wall friction was measured. 
During testing it was noted that the covering plate to the shear sample was rising. it appeared that the 
sample was not shearing in one plane, but that material was pushed in the direction of the applied load. 
An insert was added to the sample box to reduce the area of the shearing plane from 100 cm2 to 36 
cm2. The insert did not appear to influence the results. 
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The mean results are given in Table 4.4. 
Material property Medium dense sand Dense sand 
p 14.9 W Im3 15.8 k1V/m3 
35.5° 433° 
S 28.6 ° 33.0 ° 
TABLE 4.3 - Dircct shear box test results 
The results from the shear box tests wcrc typical of those expected for dry sand and the angle of inter- 
nal friction for the medium specimen agreed with the angle of repose. The angles obtained for the 
medium density and the dense specimens are the lower and upper bounds respectively. The filling 
mcthod sclcctcd for the test model produces a density bctwccn 15.5 and 15.9 LNlm3. Thcrcforc the 
dcnsc spccimcn in the shcar box should give a rcasonablc prediction of the angles of friction in the silo. 
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S. Selection or Instrumentation 
Measurements of strain, pressure and deformation were recorded during the test series. Strain gauges 
were attached to all four walls of the silo model in similar positions on each wall. They provided a 
check of the symmetry of loads exerted by the stored material on the silo wall and enabled a long term 
check on the consistency of wall stresses. They were also used (with results from a Finite Element 
analysis) to assess the efTcct of the difference between the measured and theoretical pressure distribu- 
tions on the silo structure. Measurements of wall displacements were necessary to understand the 
effect of wall deformation on wall pressure. These were measured at selected positions on one wall 
only. Pressures in the stored material were measured at the interface of the wall and stored material 
and at intervals throughout the stored material to determine the total stress state. 
5.1. Strain Measurement 
A limited number of strain gauges were positioned on each wall of the silo to check the symmetry of 
the system. A greater number of gauges were adhered to one of the walls to investigate the stress dis- 
tribution. Metal-foil electrical-resistance strain gauges were bonded to the outside of the silo wall in 
three clement rectangular rosettes using a Cyanoacrylate adhesive. The gauge length was 5 mm, the 
nominal resistance was 120 ohms and the gauge factor was 2.18. They were monitored using a Solar- 
fron Orion 3516 data loggcr. 
SZ. Deformation Measurement 
Linear Voltage Displacement Transducers (L. V. D. T. 's) were assembled on an independent frame to 
measure deformation normal to one of the bin and one of the hopper walls. The influence of the mode 
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of wall deformation on pressure was discussed in Chapter 2. Many research projects have been con. 
ducted (11,12,13,14,15,981 to establish the effect of different modes of rigid wall deformation and 
wall flexibility on wall pressure. The results of these projects and the deformation measurements in the 
test silo contribute to the understanding of the interaction of the flexible wall and stored material. In 
particular, the deformation measurements point out the degree of mobilisation of the plastic active state 
of pressure. In addition, the deformation of the upper boundaries at the centre of the bin and hopper 
walls indicates the probable linearity of the pressure distribution with depth and the possibility of vcrti- 
cal arches. The horizontal slope of the walls might indicate that horizontal arches form behind the 
flexible wall containing a granular stored material. 
5.3. Pressure Measurement 
The investigation of the interaction of a flexible silo wall and the stored material requires the detenni- 
nation of the total stress state at selected points throughout the silo contents. It is necessary to measure 
pressure in the vertical and horizontal directions and normal to an inclined plane. 
Two types of pressure cell are currently in use, 
a) cells that are fitted into the silo wall and measure pressure normal to the wall and 
b) cells that are placed within the stored material. 
The lauer are referred to as embedded cells and they can be placed to measure any pressure normal to 
the cell face. Wall cells can be designed to minimise any disturbance of the stored material and a high 
level of accuracy is possible. Embedded cells are less accurate since the placing and the presence of the 
cell changes the stress field within the surrounding material. The error due to the presence of the 
embedded cell is systematic for tests in a single stored material. It is minimised by careful design and 
can be included in a calibration constant. The installation error is random. Its significance will vary 
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depending upon the stored material properties, the topography of the surface of placement, the hard- 
ness of the particles and the filling method. The randomness of the error can be reduced if care is 
taken to ensure that the placing method, pressure applied to the cell face and contact between the cell 
and stored material are the same for each test. 
This chapter discusses the selection of pressure cells and the calibration and equilibrium checks carried 
out to achieve successful pressure measurements. 
S. M. Cell design 
A number of pressure cells have been developed for measuring pressure in a soil or stored material 
[12,17,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,1061.. The majority consist of a deflecting diaphragm and a 
means to measure the diaphragm deflection. The average pressure is related to the diaphragm 
deflection by a calibration factor. The deflection may be determined by electrical resistance strain 
gauges bonded to the rear of the diaphragm, or by the measurement of the pressure within a liquid 
confined behind the diaphragm. 
Cells designed to measure shear stresses usually consist of a beam attached to the cell face and span- 
hing perpendicular to the cell face. Bending strains at the outer flanges of the beam are measured by 
strain gauges and related to the shear stress by a calibration factor. 
Some cells are designed on the basis that the error will be large but systematic. and can be included in a 
calibration factor. Most cells are designed to minimise their cffect on the stored material stress state 
howcvcr. and the philosophy has been reviewed by Hanna [100] and Hvorslcv [99]. 
5.3.1.1. Wall cell design 
Accurate measurements of wall pressure can be gained if. 
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a) the cell face does not protrude from the wall, 
b) the wall stiffness rcmains unchangcd, 
c) the cell face deflection is small, and 
d) the angle of inclination of the cell face to the silo wall is small. 
a, b and d are functions of the method of fixing the cell to the wall. The preferred situation occurs 
when the cell is mounted within the wall and its face is flush with the face of the wall. c and d are the 
major considerations for wall cell design. Cell face deformation causes local strains within the stored 
material in the region of the cell. Pressure will be relieved from the cell face, and the resulting error is 
a function of the stiffness of the stored material and the magnitude of cell face deformation. 
fixperiments have suggested that the maximum permissible deflection of a pressure cell should be less 
than 1/2000 of the diameter [99] or 1/5000 of the diameter (1001. Marchant [1041 suggested that each 
micron of cell face displacement resulted in a measuring error of 1.5%, while Nielsen [31 ] found that a 
0.01 mm. cell face deformation leads to a 10% error when the cell diameter is 50 mm. and the pressure 
from the stored material is 50 kPa. The error will be a function of the relative stiffncsscs of the cell and 
stored material. Askcgaard [102] used Gravescn's theory for a flexible membrane over a hole in a rigid 
wall. He stated that if the cell is suitably stiff, the cell error will be small for a range of values of stored 
material stiffness. 
When measuring shear stresses, it is important that the coefficient of friction of the pressure cell face is 
the same as that of the surrounding wall. 
Four wall cclls were fitted into the wall in the positions shown in Figure 5.1. The wall cclls mcasurcd 
normal and shear pressure. They served a number of purposes: - 
a) Provided an accurate measurement of pressure normal to the wall and friction in the plane of the 
wall at four points. 
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b) Gave an indication of the actual variation of pressure bctwccn successive tests. and hence some 
indication of the variability of the testing procedure as a whole. 
c) Provided an accurate datum from which the embedded cells could be calibrated. 
5.3.1.2. Embedded cell design 
Placement of a cell in a silo stored material will change the stress conditions in the surrounding 
material unless the cell and material have the same deformation properties. Embedded pressure cells 
are generally stiffer than the stored material and will measure pressures greater than the true pressure. 
Tory and Sparrow [1071 showed that for particular ratios of thickness to diameter of the cell, and cell 
stiffnesses, the measuring error is negligible and changes in soil stiffness can be catered for without 
appreciable errors. 
Askcgaard [102] stated that the measurement error of an embedded cell would be increased due to the 
cffcct of forces acting parallel to the cell face. He related the measured pressure to the true pressure 
normal to the cell face by the following expression 
033 =Aa+B( ail + 02) (5.1) 
where dA are the stress components in the surrounding medium and 033 is the stress component mcas- 
ured normal to the cell face. A and B are constants dependent upon the Poisson's ratio, the thickness. 
diameter ratio of the inclusion and the ratio between the moduli of elasticity of the inclusion and the 
surrounding material. Askcgaard stated that if a cell is made flat and thin enough. the measuring error 
can be made arbitrarily small whatever the properties of the stored material and cell. The ideal case 
exists when A=1 and B=O. The constants for Askcgaard's cells vary from the ideal case but the true 
value can be determined from calibration tests. 
Cells arc usually designed with an inactive rim to reduce error due to the considcrable overstress which 
occurs in a narrow zone near the edge. and must be of sufficient size overall to ensure that loading is 
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continuous over the cell face rather than from a few particles. Finally, the cell face deformation must 
be limited to prevent local strain of the stored material as described in section 2.1 above. 
53.2. Cell selection 
Askcgaard's cells [102] were chosen for our experimental programme as they comply with all the 
requirements discussed above. For the wall cells, tests by Askegaard showed that they measure pres- 
sures to within 3% of the actual values for the pressure range anticipated in the model silo. For the 
embedded cells calibration tests determined the constants 'A' and 'B' in equation 5.1. Both types of 
cell have been used successfully in silos to measure static and dynamic pressures 
[21,44,108,109,110]. The selection of cell face diameter is a compromise. Small cells enable a more 
accurate measurement of changes in pressure profile normal to the wall than large cells but the larger 
the cell face, the smaller the error for the same cell face displacement. The embedded cells were 75mm 
diameter and the wall cells 100mm diameter. Very small cells were not considered necessary to meas- 
ure the highly localised force which may occur during mass flow discharge because the model was 
designed for funnel flow. 
S. 33. Cell specification 
5.3.3.1. Wall cell 
The ccll shown in Figure 5.2 has been designed using the principles described above. It is manufac- 
turcd from steel plate cut from the silo wall to minimise any change in the wall stiffness. A front plate 
of mild steel 0.5 mm. thick and 98 mm. diameter was placed in a 0.7mm. deep recess. The 100 mm. 
diameter recess was turned into the steel wall piece. The front plate was laser welded to the steel piece 
near its centre and connected along the circumference by a flexible rubber seal. The cavity between the 
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front plate and the steel piece is 0.2 mm. thick and filled with silicone oil. The oil pressure corresponds 
to the normal stress on the pressure cell and is measured with a Honeywell 136PC 151 GIL pressure 
transducer. Cell face deflection is less than 1 micron per 100 kPa and so the maximum cell face defor- 
mation within the pressure range anticipated in the model silo is 1/100000 of the diameter and is con. 
sidcrably less than the minimum recommended values [99.1001. 
The relative displacement between the two plates in their plane is proportional to the shear stress 
transferred to the cell. The shear stress is measured by four semiconductor strain gauges attached to 
the central steel piece. They are combined in a full Wheatstone bridge. 
The finished cell before installation is shown in Figure 5.3. It was mounted flush with the wall and 
screwed into place. The screws were fastened with araldite epoxy resin and ground to give a smooth 
finish. 
53.3.2. Embedded cell 
The embedded cells measured pressure normal to the cell face only. The geometry was selected to 
meet the criteria discussed above. The cells are shown in Figure 5.4. They are manufactured from 
brass and are 75 mm. diameter and 3 mm. thick. They consist of two plates brazed together. A 0.7 
mm. deep recess was turned into one plate to form a 0.2 mm. cavity which was subsequently filled with 
silicone oil. Once again the oil pressure corresponds to the normal stress on the pressure cell and is 
measured with a Honeywell 136PC 151G1L pressure transducer. Cell face deflection is less than 2 
microns per 100 kPa. (1/50000 of the cell diameter at the maximum anticipated pressure in the model 
silo). The cells have a 3mm inactive rim around the edge. 
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SA. ('lacing of Embedded Cells 
The errors due to cell placement have been reported by Hadala (referenced in Hvorslev [991) 
Askcgaard [108,1111 and Munch Andersen [21). The inclusion stresses are sensitive to the method of 
placement. Askcgaard found that they vary with each different person who places the cell. 
Errors due to placing can only be incorporated into a calibration constant if the placing method adopted 
creates an identical disturbance around each cell placed. In reality, it is difficult to create the same dis- 
turbance with each test. The topography of the stored material may vary between tests and the stress 
field around the cell will vary for different cell orientations. The scatter of results between seemingly 
identical tests will be a function of the filling method, the care taken during cell placement, the cell 
orientation and the stored material and cell stiffnesscs amongst other factors. 
Only a few experimental investigations have been made to determine the effects of different methods of 
placement on measured pressures. Hadala recommended placing the cell on a planed surface of sand 
deposits. Askegaard recommended levelling the sand with a disk of the same diameter or slightly 
larger than the cell diameter. Hvorslev found that the application of a seating pressure during or after 
installation of the cell improved contact with the stored material and stabilised the stored material pro- 
perties and cell error. 
Hadala, Askcgaard and Hvorslev each recommended a different method of placement. The most suit- 
able technique for the test model was established after some comparative tests. The cells were initially 
placed on the stored material in the main test model without any surface preparation or seating pres- 
sure. The measured pressures varied by over 100% of the expected value. Although some variation 
between cell readings was expected due to variation in actual pressure, the magnitude of variation sug- 
gested that most of the scatter could be attributed to the installation technique. This may be due to the 
effects of wall friction, wall flexibility or the imprecise method of filling. It is difficult to calculate the 
effects of the wall friction and wall flexibility since they are unknown but it is unlikely that they would 
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lead to such a dramatic variation in pressure over a small part of the centre of the silo. Deviation from 
the mean pressure is partly due to variation in the surface of the sand. The surface level was found to 
vary from the intended level by up to one hundred millimetres, even though great care was taken with 
the filling process. This will lead to a significant error at a low head of sand, but at higher levels the 
percentage deviation in pressure due to a one hundred millimetre change in surface level will be small. 
This is particularly true for a cell placed in front of wall cell 'A' (Figure 5.1. ) where the pressure 
increase is small after the head of sand has risen above one metre. 
SA. 1. Tests to develop a consistent method of placement 
The small Perspex model shown in Figure 4.5 was used to investigate the effect of different methods of 
cell placement. The model is 500mm x 500mm and 1100mm high. The small size enabled a number 
of tests to be conducted in a short period of time. The filling method and stored material were selected 
to minimise pressure variation between similar tests. A distributed method of filling reduced aniso- 
tropy of the stored material. For cells placed to measure horizontal pressure, the disturbance due to 
placement was negligible and the stored material contacted the cell over the entire face. The results 
produced were repeatable. The measurement of vertical pressure was more difficult. For the initial 
tests disturbance of the stored material around the cell was minimised. The installation procedure was 
to fill the silo to the required level and place the cell so that the flat face was in contact with the surface 
of the material. The sand was not disturbed and no pressure was applied to the cell during or after 
placement. It was noticeable that cells that recorded pressures in excess of the mean pressure at low 
levels of sand continued to record pressure higher than the mean and with a similar coefficient of varia- 
tion for the entire test. This suggested that pressure variation is due to the manner of particle packing. 
The sand is not isotropic and homogeneous and so the initial stress field is influenced by the lodgement 
of particles after fall from the filler box. It is different for each test, but the variation from the mean 
will be constant for a test because the initial stress field influences the stress field throughout the test. 
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A number of reasons were hypothesised for the inconsistency. Munch-Andersen (211 found that 
results from the embedded cells improved when a layer of sand was glued to the cell. He believed that 
the higher coefficient of friction of the cell face prevented the formation of local rupture planes in the 
sand. A layer of sand was glued to the cells and some improvement was noticed but the results were 
still unsatisfactory. 
The method of filling leaves the sand in a dense state. When the cell is rested upon the surface, minor 
undulations in the surface will prevent contact between the cell and the sand over all the face. Tests 
were conducted in which a forced hollow was created under the cell face. It gave results which were 
higher than those from a cell rested upon a smooth surface and suggested that contact over the entire 
face was essential for accurate results. The cells were used previously in tests by Munch-Andersen 
21). They were placed (without surface preparation or pressure) upon compressible media such as 
Wheat and Barley. The stored material compressed as the silo filled and resulted in contact over all of 
the cell face. Sand is a less compressible material than Wheat or Barley and so some surface prepara- 
lion is required to achieve contact over the entire face. A number of different variations to the place- 
ment method were tried as follows. 
i. Cell placed face up. 
2. Ccll twisted and pushed into the sand to ensure contact at all points. 
3. Surface levelled with a disk and cell rested upon the level surface. 
4. Surface prepared by pouring loose sand from a small container in the area in which the cell was to 
be placed. 
S. Surface prepared by loosening the sand by hand and pushing the cell into the sand. 
Slightly improved results were obtained when the cells were placed face up. Poor results were 
achieved when the cell was twisted and pushed into the sand. Consistent results were achieved with 
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methods 4 and 5. but method 5 was preferable to method 4 due to the speed of cell installation, and was 
adopted because it was felt that the smaller inclusion would result in greater accuracy. Although the 
method led to consistent results, the cell was expected to under-register due to the formation of an arch 
over the loose compressible inclusion. Equilibrium checks carried out are described below. 
S. S. Cell calibration 
Askcgaard calibrated both the wall and embedded cells in a specially designed calibration chamber. 
The calibration constant relates true pressure to the supply voltage. The cells were embedded in sand 
within Askcgaard's calibration chamber and a known air pressure was applied to the sand. A mean 
constant of 39.5 µV/VlkPa with a standard deviation of 0.2 was determined for normal pressure 
applied to the four wall cells. The mean constant measured for the embedded cells was 135 p. V/V/kPa. 
(The standard deviation was not given. ) 
The shear cells were calibrated using a weight suspended by a hook glued to the cell face. The mean 
constant was 371. V/VlkPa and the standard deviation was 3.0. 
The inclusion error of a pressure cell can be incorporated in the calibration constant if the cell is cali- 
brated in the same material as is used in the model and if the installation procedure is the same in the 
calibration chamber and the model silo. However, the filling and placement methods in the calibration 
chamber and the large scale model are necessarily different, and so the constants calculated in the 
chamber may not be correct for the embedded cells placed in the model. 
Two calibration constants were calculated for the embedded cells. Firstly, the cells were loaded 
hydrostatically and the output voltage was related to the applied pressure. This constant did not allow 
for the inclusion effects, which were incorporated into a second calibration factor determined from a 
comparison of the embedded and wall cell measurements. The embedded cells were placed close to 
the wall cells to measure pressure normal to the face of the wall cell (direction II), parallel to the wall 
(direction 22), and vertically (direction 33). Consideration of any two wall cell positions gives two 
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simultaneous equations from which the constants 'A' and 'B' in equation 5.1 can be established. 
Values of a,,, e22 and o33 were the mean embedded cell readings from five tests. Q, I is the mean 
wall cell reading from twenty tests. To prevent any error due to the presence of the embedded cells, 
the twenty tests did not include those with the embedded cells placed adjacent to the wall cells. 
Table 5.1 includes the mean pressures and standard deviations measured by the wall cells and the tree 
Geld cells. 
Position Wall Cell Embedded Cells 
all ait u 
_ 
as 
_ X QAýý _ X QAýý X QA_t X (TAýý 
A 6.55 1.61 3.76 0.41 6.09 0.52 19.78 3.34 
B 4.37 0.70 6.81 0.99 9.59 0.91 39.50 5.48 
C 9.66 0.89 11.62 0.86 8.48 0.85 30.13 4.62 
D 1.28 0.43 1.59 0.35 3.01 0.59 14.44 0.91 
TABLE 5.1 - Mean Pressures (kPa) and Standard Deviations for Wall and Embedded Cells with the 
Silo Full 
7be consideration of pressures at positions 'C' and 'D' in Figure 5.1 at levels of 2.5,2.75 and 3.0 
mctrcs of sand gave the following mean constants: 
A=0.83 standard deviation = 0.02 
B=0.003 standard deviation = 0.006 
The standard deviation for the constant A is small because while the ratio of horizontal to vertical pres- 
surc was different for positions 'C' and 'D', it was similar at each of the load intervals. 
The constants obtained from equations incorporating pressures from cell position 'B' were very scnsi- 
tivc to the value of 11. Measured values of normal pressure varied between 5.1 and 5.7 kPa, a 
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relatively small discrepancy, and yet the ill-conditioned nature of the system resulted in values for the 
constant 'A' which varied between 0.33 and 1.02. It is possible therefore that the position of the wall 
cell (in respect of the ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure) is highly critical in obtaining good calibra- 
tion data from the actual test silo. 
S. S. I. Applicability of calibration factors 
The intrinsic weakness of calibration of embedded cells from wall cells is that wall cells necessarily 
occur at the edge of the material and the inclusion stresses may be sensitive to the proximity of the 
boundary. An equilibrium check is essential to confirm the accuracy of the calibration constant 
obtained from either of the methods described above. A check of the equilibrium of vertical forces was 
carried out at the level of the transition between the bin and the hopper. It confirmed the accuracy of 
the calibration constants and is described in Chapter 9. 
The calibration factors given above were based upon the assumption that the inclusion stresses around 
the ccll are the same when it is placed vertically or horizontally. If the same constant is to be used for 
cells placed to measure pressure normal to the inclined hopper wall, the inclusion created when placing 
the cell at an inclination should also be the same. A comparison of the wall cell and embedded cell 
measurements suggests that the inclusions may be different and so different calibration factors may be 
required for the inclined cell measurements. At cell position 'A', the data given in Table 5.1 shows 
that the wall cell measurements were higher than the embedded cell measurements. This contradicts 
the results from positions 'B', 'C' and 'D' in which the embedded cells predicted higher pressures than 
the wall cells. The difference may be because particles of sand cannot fall directly behind an inclined 
cmbcdded cell and must be deflected from the silo wall or surrounding medium. Since all the inclined 
cells arc placed in the same manner, this error is expected to be systematic and so it can be included in 
a calibration constant. 
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The true calibration constant can only be determined from two or more wall cells placed to measure 
pressure parallel and normal to the wall cell in different proportions. Unfortunately, only one wall cell 
was inserted in the hopper wall and so the true value of the calibration constant for the inclined pres- 
sure measurements cannot be determined from the wall cells. Since pressure measurements normal to 
the hopper wall are of fundamental importance to the study, alternative methods were considered. 
a. Apply a linear factor to all measurements. The factor may be obtained by comparison of 
the results from the inclined wall cell and a single embedded cell placed in front of the wall 
cell . 
b. Apply a linear factor calculated from a check of the vertical equilibrium of the loaded 
hopper. 
The constant A from equation 5.1 (if B is assumed equal to zero) calculated by method 'a' is :- 
Wall cell 
__ 
6.45 
_1.72 Embedded cell 3.76 
The vertical equilibrium of the hopper was checked (method 'b') for the silo filled to the top of the 
hopper and the silo full. The equilibrium check is detailed in Chapter 9. It was concluded that the 
check with the silo full was most accurate and this led to a constant A of 0.87 if B is assumed to be 
zero. This is close to the value selected for the embedded cells placed to measure horizontal and vcrti- 
cal pressure. For simplicity, it was decided to adopt a single constant for A of 0.83 for all embedded 
cell results. Because of the problems, the results presented for hopper pressures should be treated as 
somewhat less certain than bin pressures. 
5.6. Summary 
it is apparent that the two most important factors to achieve consistency of measurement with embed- 
dcd cclls are to enure contact of the stored material over the entire cell, and to create an identical 
inclusion around each cell placed. The placement inclusion should be minimised but it is more 
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essential to create an identical inclusion for each test, since this can be included in a calibration con. 
scant. Reasonable results can be obtained if such constants are calculated from the mean of a large 
sample of data. 
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6. Preliminary Tests 
The pcrspcx silo shown in Figure 4.5 was used for preliminary tests to identify the probable pressure 
distribution and indicate the critical positions of pressure measurement in the large scale test model. 
The silo plan size was 500mm by 500mm. The vertical sided section was 500mm deep and the hopper 
was 500mm deep. The ratio of the silo wall length to pressure cell diameter was too small to enable an 
accurate plot of the pressure profile over the wall or across any horizontal section. Therefore, the 
model only permitted observation of general trends in the pressure distribution. 
Pressure normal to the silo walls was measured at the positions shown in Figure 6.1. The silo was 
filled by distributed filling with grade 16/30 Leighton Buzzard sand. Figure 6.2 shows the mean pres. 
surcs from five tests in which the cells were placed symmetrically about the vertical centreline at 365 
mm. above the outlet. Figure 6.3 shows horizontal pressure at the wall of the bin, 650 mm. above the 
outlet. There is a sharp pressure drop from the stiff corners of the silo to the deformed central section 
of the wall. The ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure, K. at the centre of the wall appears to be less 
than K,. This puzzling observation is discussed in Chapter 8. 
The positions of measurement of vertical pressure are shown in Figure 6.1 and the mean pressures from 
five tests are shown in Figure 6.4. However, the tests indicated that the vertical pressure is a maximum 
somewhere between the corners and the centre of the silo and a minimum close to the centre of the 
deformed wall. It is difficult to draw conclusions about the distribution of vertical pressure since the 
variation between successive tests was as high as the variation between cells placed in different posi- 
tions for a single test. 
The tests showed that there can be a significant pressure gradient across a horizontal section. Pressure 
is lower at the centre of the silo wall than at the corners. It is also evident that vertical pressure is not 
constant over a horizontal cross section. The results show that a complete picture of the stress state of 
the stored material can only be achieved if pressure is measured at regular spacings throughout the silo. 
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Cells placed in the large scale model should be positioned at a reduced spacing in the vicinity of the 
corners to ensure that an accurate profile of the pressure gradient is obtained. 
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7. Test Procedure 
The large scale silo model was filled in height intervals of 250 mm. The discharge holes in the filler 
box were blocked whilst the box was filled from the bucket elevator. The surface of sand in the filler 
box was levelled carefully with a shovel. It was important that the level of sand in the filler box was 
controlled since this determined the level of sand in the silo. Deviations from a level surface in the silo 
wcrc corrected from the filler box. The box was marked to indicate the level of sand required to fill the 
silo by 250mm. When the required level was reached, the bucket elevator was halted and the stops 
removed from the filler box holes rapidly and in a random order. On completion of discharge from the 
filler box measurements in the silo were taken. The stops were then replaced and the filler box rcfillcd. 
The process was repeated until the silo was filled. 
! Measurements of pressure, deformation and strain were recorded at intervals of constant depth during 
filling and constant time during discharge. Embedded pressure cells were used to record the pressure at 
six positions within the sand during each test. Each test was repeated five times. Pressure cells were 
rotated between tests so that a cell did not occupy any position for more than one test. The installation 
and positioning of the embedded cells are described below. 
The average time taken to fill the silo was three and a half hours. The time intervals between incrc- 
mcnts of load were kept constant except when the embedded cells were installed. Placement of the 
cclls required the complete emptying of the filler box and its removal from over the top of the silo. 
This facilitated the lowering of a cage into the model from which the cells could be placed into the 
sand. Measurements were taken immediately after the completion of discharge from the filler box. 
Discharge of the silo was continuous and took approximately thirty five minutes. Measurements were 
uhcn at intervals of one minute. Some tests were conducted with shorter intervals between measure. 
mcncs but rapid pressure fluctuations were not noticeable and so more frequent measurements were not 
ncccssary. 
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7.1. Embedded cell placement 
Embedded cells were placed in many positions at different orientations to determine the stored material 
stress state throughout the silo. The actual positions varied from the intended positions because of 
difficulties in controlling the level of the stored material. The topography was measured on three 
separate occasions during a single test after completion of discharge from the filler box. A Dumpy 
level was used and the surface level was found to vary by up to plus or minus 75mm. from the intended 
level. Further inaccuracies were anticipated due to differences in the cell position in relation to the cell 
wall from the intended position. Five random checks of the cell position were carried out and the cells 
were found to be situated within 10mm. of the intended position. The tests to determine the pressure 
were repeated five times for each position of measurement and so any errors due to inaccurate position- 
ing were reduced in the presentation of the mean results. 
Cells were positioned to determine the distribution of pressure normal to the wall and the distribution 
of vertical and horizontal pressure over horizontal cross sections at five different depths. The measure- 
mcnts showed a steep pressure gradient across horizontal sections close to the wall and so at two Icv- 
cis. 750mm. above the transition and 500mm. above the outlet, the horizontal spacing between cells 
was reduced to investigate the rate of decrease in pressure from the corner. Cells near the corner were 
placed so that the cell face was approximately 10 mm. from one wall and the edge was approximately 
10mm. from the corner. 
Cells placed to measure pressure normal to the wall were no further than 25mm. from the wall. A gap 
was always left between the cell and the wall to ensure that the cell was completely surrounded by 
sand. Bransby [1121 showed that any difference between the pressure at 25mm. from the wall and the 
pressure at the wall is negligible. 
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8. Presentation and Discussion of the Test Results 
In Chapter 5 it was concluded that reasonable results from the pressure cells are only possible if they 
are the mean of a large sample of data. The results from the preliminary tests described in Chapters 5 
and 6 were studied and it was concluded that five separate tests would be sufficient to ensure the accu- 
racy of the mean data from each point of measurement. In total, data for the mean pressure and stan- 
dard deviation were collected from eighty five positions. The test procedure and the laboratory air tcm- 
pcrature and humidity were controlled throughout the test series. 
The results of strain, deformation and pressure measurements arc presented in two forms. The mean 
results are plotted against the depth (distance from the silo outlet to the surface of the stored material) 
during filling. In addition horizontal and vertical elevations show the mean values of all the mcasurc- 
mcnts for a single load case. (Sand at one, two or three metres above the outlet. ) 
Measurements were recorded at intervals of one minute during discharge of each test. Photographs 
were taken from above the silo at the same intervals during one randomly selected test so that the 
instrumentation measurements could be related to the sand level. 
8.1. Strain Results 
A full set of strain readings from a single test are given in Appendix 13. This section includes a discus- 
sion of only some of the results. It includes strain gauges placed to ensure that loads on the silo walls 
were symmetrical during each test and also a check on the consistency of strain readings over the entire 
test period. 
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S. I. I. Symmetry Check 
The positions of strain measurement are shown in Figure 8.1. Figures 8.2 to 8.6 enable a comparison 
of the increase of strain during filling on the four walls of the silo at points S4, Si. S 12, and S 15. Each 
graph shows the strain/depth relationship for four walls at a single position. The walls arc 
differentiated by their orientation. They are labelled North, South, West or East. Both horizontal and 
vertical strains are compared. The good correlation between the results for each position suggests that 
the magnitude and distribution of pressure is similar on every wall. Any deviation from the mean 
strain for the four walls was random (it was not repeatable between similar tests) and so it is possible 
that the pressure deviations are also random. The results indicate that the silo loading is symmetric and 
that measurements are only necessary on one half of one wall. 
8.1.2. Consistency Between Successive Tests 
A direct comparison of pressure measurements recorded at the beginning of the test series with those at 
the end is only possible if variation of the environmental conditions and the test procedure is minim- 
iscd. To check that the test conditions remained constant for the entire test period, the horizontal and 
vertical strains were measured at positions S4, S7, S 12, S 15, S 16 and S20 during filling. The results 
of every fifteenth test are shown in Figures 8.7 to 8.17 (only the results from gauges measuring 
significant strain arc shown). The variation for the tests conducted over the four month period was not 
higher than that for tests conducted over a period of a week. It can therefore be concluded that the 
length of the test period has not had any detrimental effect on the quality of the measured data. 
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8.2. Wall Deformation 
Wall deformation was measured at the positions shown in Figure 8.18. Figure 8.19a shows the mean 
deformation measured normal to the wall with the silo filled. The deformation at each of the points of 
measurement is plotted against the depth of stored material during filling in Figures 8.20 to 8.26. Posi- 
tive deformation is outwards. 
The gradients of the plots of wall deformation at points in the upper section of the bin (D 12, D 13, 
D 22, and D 23, Figures 8.23 and 8.26) are gentle in the initial stages of filling. After the surface of the 
sand has passed the level of the measurement points, the wall deforms at an increased rate. It was 
shown in Figure 2.3 that a wall deformation of 0.001 times the wall height at the top of the wall might 
be sufficient to mobilise the active state of pressure. Figure 8.19d shows a vertical section through the 
centre of the wall when the silo is full. It is apparent that the deformation in the bottom half of the bin 
is sufficient to mobilise the active state of pressure in the stored material away from the corners. 
Deformation near the top of the walls of the bin is less than that in the centre of the wall and so the dis- 
tribution of pressure may not be linear with depth as assumed by Rankine. It is more likely that the 
pressure distribution down the centre of the wall will resemble that of a wall which deforms by linear 
translation, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
Horizontal sections through the wall of the full silo are shown in Figures 8.19b and 8.19c. If the arch- 
ing hypothesis discussed in Chapter 2 is correct, the variable wall deformation generates horizontal 
arches. It is evident that the deformation of the wall may be sufficient to mobilise the full shear 
strength of the stored material and maximise a horizontal redistribution of pressure from the centre of 
the wall to the corners. 
Figures 8.20 and 8.21 show the increase of wall deformation at selected points in the hopper during 
filling. It is evident that the ring beam at the hoppcr/bin transition limits deformation of the upper 
boundary of the hopper wall. This probably prevents the stored material in the upper half of the hopper 
attaining the full plastic state. Figure 8.19d shows a vcnical section through the hopper wall. The 
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deformed profile is similar to the anchored sheet pile wall shown in Figure 2.8. It suggests that a vcrti" 
cal arch might form behind the hopper in the manner described in Chapter 2. 
Horizontal deformation of the corners is partly due to in-plane stretching of the walls (membrane 
action). However, the deformation measured at points 'D16' and 'D20' cannot be entirely attributed to 
in-plane strain. The transducer was positioned 50mm. from the corner and so some bending deforma- 
tion is included. Figure 8.19c shows plots of wall deformation over a horizontal section. If the curve 
representing wall deformation when the silo is full is continued to the corner, the displacement at the 
corner can be estimated; it is 0.21 mm. This is still too great to be entirely attributed to in-plane strain 
of the adjacent wall and so there is possibly some error of the displacement measurements. This error 
may be due to rigid body movement of the silo or movement of the transducer support frame. The 
accuracy of all the displacement data was checked and the error was found to be negligible at all the 
measurement points except those in the comers. The accuracy check is discussed in Chapter 9. 
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8.3. Pressure Measurement - Wall Cells 
83.1. Consistency of results 
Although a change in the wall pressure distribution from one test to the next affects the wall stresses, it 
is not possible to monitor the consistency of the pressure distribution from the strain gauge results. 
This is because the wall stresses and hence strain gauge readings may not be sensitive to quite large 
changes in the pressure distribution near the comers. Therefore, the consistency of the wall pressures 
bctwccn tests was established from the wall cells. 
Pressure measurements were recorded by the wall cells for every test. The positions of measurement 
are shown in Figure 8.27. The pressures measured normal to the wall during filling for the first twenty 
tests are shown in Figures 8.28 to 8.31. The standard deviation and mean for each cell at three metres 
of sand are presented in Table 8.1. 
Position Mean S. D. 
A 6.55 1.61 
B 4.37 0.70 
C 9.66 0.89 
D 1.28 0.43 
TABLE 8.1 - Mean Pressures (kPa), Standard Deviations and Cocflicicnts of Variation for the Wall 
Cclls with the Silo Full 
The results arc widely scattered. This is particularly evident from cells 'A' and 'D' which were fixed 
into the walls at points of maximum wall deformation. Thcrc was no cvidcncc of long tcrm trcnds and 
so the scattcr is attributable to differences bctwccn individual tests. Some error is due to diffcrcnccs in 
the surface level of the stored material. At great dcpths this will lead to only a small error and so a 
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more probable cause of variation was the different particle structure created after discharge from the 
fiiicr box. When the pressure recorded by a cell was in excess of the mean at low levels of sand, the 
cell continued to record pressures higher than the mean and with a similar error for the entire test. This 
suggests that pressure variation is due to the manner of particle packing. The sand is not isotropic and 
homogeneous and so the initial stress field is influenced by the lodgement of particles after fall from 
the filler box. It is different for each test. The variation from the mean will be constant for a test 
because the initial stress field influences the stress field throughout the test. The differences did not 
show up in the strain gauge readings because the pressures at points 'A' and 'D' were very small in 
comparison to the pressures at the same level near to the corners. Because the pressure normal to the 
wall at the centre of the wall span is relatively small, a significant difference in pressure at the centre of 
the wall has only a negligible effect upon the wait stresses. 
8.3.2. Pressure Distribution 
There are too few wall cells to draw detailed conclusions about the pressure distribution but they do 
give some insight into the effect of wall flexibility on wall pressure. A comparison of Figures 8.19 and 
8.28 to 8.31 shows that low pressures at points 'A' and 'D' correspond to areas of large wall deforma- 
tion. The lowest wall deformation transpires at point 'C' and this coincides with the highest pressure. 
At point 'A' the increase in pressure diminishes with increasing depth of sand in the silo. The same 
reduction in the rate of increase of pressure during filling is apparent at point '13'. but to a lesser extent. 
At point 'C' the rate of increase of pressure during filling remains virtually constant. 
The transfcr of pressure to the wall via friction slows the rate of increase of pressure during filling but 
it does not account for all of the reduction at cells 'A' and V. The sharp decline in the increase in 
pressure at areas of high wall deformation and the linearity of the pressure/depth curve at cell 'C' sug" 
gcsts that there is a transfer of pressure from the deformed centre of the wall to the stiff comers. 
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The pressure at point '13' is low in comparison to that at point 'C' and yet the wall deformation is also 
small. This is due to a scpcratc arching phenomenon which will be called ring barn arching and is dis- 
cussed in detail below. 
83.3. Coefficient of wall friction 
The shear stress at the interface of the stored material and silo wall was measured by each of the wall 
cells (in the manner described in Section 53.3.1. ) and divided by the normal pressure results to deter- 
mine the coefficient of wall friction during filling. The friction coefficient for Leighton Buzzard sand 
sliding on steel plate was found in the Direct Shear Box. Since there is some uncertainty as to the accu- 
racy of the shear box tests for the calculation of an in-situ angle of friction, it was necessary to asccr- 
tain the value in the silo. Measurements were taken to establish the fully mobilised coefficient of fric- 
tion and also the head of sand required to mobilise the full coefficient. 
The face of the wall cells was machined during the cell manufacture. An accurate measurement of wall 
friction is only possible if the surface roughness of the face of the cell is the same as the roughness of 
the silo wall. The wall roughness was measured using a microscope and a paint was selected to give 
the cell face the same surface texture. 
The Mean and Standard Deviation for the first twenty tests arc presented in Table 8.1 for each of the 
cells with the silo full. The Standard Deviation for the measurements from cell 'A' was larger than that 
for the others cells. The friction pressure measured by cell 'A' was liable to extensive drift (probably 
due to cell error) and so the results were treated with scepticism. The results of Cells '13' and 'C' were 
sensitive to drift for the first half metre of filling. after which they stabilised at a constant coefficient for 
the remainder of the test. It is difficult to determine the exact head of stored material required to mobil- 
isc the full coefficient of friction due to the sensitivity of the cells caused by drift in the early stages of 
loading but it can be concluded that it is less than 0.5m. 
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The coefficient of friction for cell 'D' Is considerably lower than for the other cells. Vertical pressure 
at the wall Is very low at this point and so it is possible that the stored material consolidation is not 
sufficient to mobilise the full coefficient of friction. 
Since a stable coefficient of friction was achieved at cells 'ß' and 'C' for every test it is reasonable to 
take the average of the results for these two cells as representative of the fully mobilised coefficient of 
friction throughout the silo. The average value is 0.708 whereas the comparative value obtained from 
the shear box tests was 0.65. The inaccuracy of the shear box results has been discussed above. For all 
further calculations, a value of 0.7 has been used. 
8.4. Pressure Measurements - Embedded Cells 
Tests were conducted to investigate the magnitude and distribution of horizontal and vertical pressure 
in the bin and hopper and pressure normal to the inclined wall of the hopper. The different orientations 
of the cells are shown in Figure 832a. The first tests determined the pressure distribution normal to the 
bin wall (Position 1) and normal to the hopper wall (Position 6). These were followed by measure- 
ments of horizontal pressure parallel to the wall (Position 2). horizontal pressure at forty five degrees to 
the wall (Position 3) and vertical pressure adjacent to the wall (Position 4). The determination of the 
total stress state required inclined pressure measurements in two directions but this was not possible 
due to the cell calibration problems discussed in Chapter S. 
The cell positions and directions of mcasurcmcnt are shown in Figure 8.32b. Each mcasurcmcnt point 
is labelled with two letters and a number to indicate its position within the silo and the direction of 
measurement. A key is given in Table 8.2. 
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Symbol Description 
Symbols referring to the location of the cell 
W Cell place adjacent to the wall 
T Cell placed internally (away from the wall) 
Symbols referring to the direction of measurement 
N Pressure measured normal to the wall 
P Pressure measured parallel to the wall 
II Horizontal pressure measurement (direction usually indicated on diagram) 
V Vertical pressure measurement 
TABLE 8.2 - Key to embedded cell positions 
An example of the data recorded from a single position is given in Figure 8.33. It shows the increase 
in pressure during filling for five tests and the mean for position IVN3. For simplicity of presentation. 
the remaining data is presented in a condensed form. Only the mean pressure distribution for five tests 
is given for each position of measurement. Tables 8.3 to 8.7 present the mean and standard deviations 
for each position when the silo is full. 
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Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. 
WN l 28.2 2.05 0.07 WN2 8.9 2.2 0.23 
WN3 3.7 . 41 0.11 WVN4 14.4 3.2 0.22 
WNS 25.7 0.8 0.03 \VN6 49.5 5.2 0.11 
WN7 37.9 4.8 0.13 WN8 20.9 4.4 0.21 
WN9 9.4 1.4 0.15 WN 10 10.3 0.8 0.07 
WN 11 15.0 0.7 0.04 WN 12 22.0 2.4 1.09 
WN13 17.8 1.9 0.11 WN14 36.7 2.1 0.06 
WN15 6.6 0.9 0.14 WN16 2.4 0.5 0.21 
WN 17 1.2 0.5 0.42 WN 18 1.2 0.5 0.43 
WN 19 7.4 1.0 0.14 WN20 2.3 0.4 0.17 
WN21 2.4 0.5 0.21 WN22 1.7 0.7 0.41 
WN23 8.0 0.4 0.05 WN24 20.8 0.9 0.04 
WN25 ! 20.4 2.1 0.1 WN26 6.1 1.4 0.23 
%VN27 11.7 WN28 4.2 0.3 0.07 
WN29 7.1 0.6 0.08 WN30 1 8.1 1.1 0.14 
TABLE 8.3 - Mean Pressures (kPa), Standard Deviations (kPa) and Coefficient of Variation for 
Embedded Cells placed to measure pressure normal to the wall with the silo full 
Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. 
fill 5.3 0.5 0.09 1112 6.4 0.6 0.09 
1113 12.0 0.9 0.07 1114 11.9 1.4 0.12 
1115 10.9 0.8 0.07 1116 11.3 1.2 0.11 
1117 11.1 1.6 0.15 1118 8.6 1.1 0.13 
1119 5.5 0.9 0.17 11110 5.2 1.2 1 0.23 
[fill 7.7 0.6 0.08 11112 7.1 1.4 0.19 
TABLE 8.4 " Mean Pressures (kPa), Standard Deviations (kPa) and Cocfricicnt of Variation for 
Embedded Cells placed to measure horizontal pressure away from the wall with the silo full 
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Position Mcan S. D. C. o. V. Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. 
WP1 6.1 0.9 0.15 WP2 13.4 1.6 0.12 
WP3 10.5 2.1 0.2 WP4 9.4 1.9 0.2 
WP5 3.7 0.5 0.14 WP6 5.2 0.7 0.14 
WP7 8.6 0.9 0.10 WP8 9.8 3.1 0.32 
TABLE 8.5 - Mean Pressures (kPa), Standard Deviations (kPa) and Cocfficicnt of Variation for 
Embcddcd Cells placed to measure horizontal pressure parallel to the wall with the silo full 
Position Mcan S. D. C. o. V. Position Mean S. D. C. o. V. 
It Il 7.9 0.9 0.12 1112 7.1 0.4 0.06 
1113 9.0 0.7 0.07 I H4 2.5 1.1 0.44 
1115 2.7 0.8 0.29 IH6 21.7 1.8 0.08 
TABLE 8.6 - Mean Pressures (kPa). Standard Deviations (kPa) and Coefficient of Variation for 
Embedded Cells placed to measure horizontal pressure at 45° to the wall with the silo full 
Position Mcan S. D. C. o. V. Position hlcan S. D. C. o. V. 
IVI 55.2 4.9 0.09 WV2 38.4 5.1 0.13 
WV3 43.9 5.1 0.12 1V4 47.9 3.8 0.08 
WV5 19.5 4.3 0.22 WV6 43.9 4.9 0.11 
1V7 38.3 10.8 0.28 WV8 11.3 2.6 0.23 
WV9 20.8 5.2 0.25 IVIO 36.4 4.7 0.13 
1V11 29.8 6.7 0.22 1V12 33.6 2.0 0.06 
WV13 31.2 4.4 0.14 1VV14 36.5 3.4 0.09 
WV15 12.6 2.0 0.16 1V16 21.2 4.1 0.19 
1V17 27.9 5.2 0.19 IV18 33.9 2.7 0.08 
WV19 16.0 4.0 0.25 WV20 17.2 4.6 0.27 
WV21 28.2 3.4 0.12 
TABLE 8.7 - Mean Pressures (kPa), Standard Deviations (kPa) and Coefficient of Variation for 
Embcddcd Cells placed to measure vertical pressure with the silo full 
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The actual pressures were calculated using equation 5.1 and with constants A"0.83 and i3 -0 to 
compensate for placement errors. 
8.4.1. Pressures Measured Normal to the Wall " Positions 1 and 6 
The computed pressures normal to the wall when the silo is filled to 1.0,2.0 and 3.0 metres above the 
outlet are presented in Figures 8.34 to 8.36. The mean pressures from five tests arc shown for each 
position of measurement in Figures 8.39 to 8.46. A comparison of the will dclcctions (Figure 8.19) 
and the wall pressures (Figure 8.36) shows that the maximum wall pressures coincide with areas of low 
wall deformation at the corners, the outlet and the ring beam and low pressures coincide with areas of 
high deformation at the wall centres. The increase in pressure during filling at points across a horizon- 
tal plane at 1.6 metres above the outlet (points WN 24, WN 30, WN 29, WN 28. WN 20) arc plotted in 
Figures 8.44 to 8.46. A horizontal section of the pressure distribution at the silo wall is shown in Fig- 
ure 8.38. It shows the pressure distributions for the silo filled to 2.0 and 3.0 metres above the outlet. 
The distribution for the silo filled to 2.0 metres above the outlet shows only a small variation of pres- 
sure across the horizontal section. When the surface level has reached 3.0 metres above the outlet there 
is a steep pressure gradient across the wall. At 3. Om of sand and 40mm from the comer, the pressure is 
17kPa. At 150mm from the comer it has decreased to 7kPa. It continues to decrease to a minimum of 
2kPa at the centre line of the wall. 
A similar pressure reduction is apparent in the hopper. Figure 8.37 is a horizontal section of pressure 
normal to the wall at 500mm above the hopper outlet. The pressure is shown for the silo filled to 1.0, 
2.0 and 3.0 metres above the outlet. The decrease from the corner is not as sharp as in the bin due to 
the higher stiffness of the hopper wall. 
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The pressures at the points WN3, WN 16, WN 17, WN 18' along a vertical ccntrclinc of the bin and 
hopper walls are close to their maximum values at 0.5m. head of sand above the gauge positions. A 
comparison of pressure at these positions and pressure at points WN 16, WN20, WN29,11W 30 and 
WN24 on a horizontal plane shows that the head of sand required to achieve the maximum pressure 
may increase with distance from the vertical centreline of the wall. In the corners of the silo at points 
WN6, WN7, WN8, WVN24, IVN25 and 1VN26, after an initial non"lincar response, the pressure 
increases almost linearly with depth for the duration of filling. 
Some pressure difference between the corners and the centre of the wall is because the sand in the 
non-deforming corners is in an elastic at-rest state of pressure and sand in the centre of the wall is in a 
plastic active state of pressure. The steep pressure gradient shown in Figures 8.37 and 8.38 cannot be 
attributed entirely to the difference between elastic and plastic stress states. It is likely that the wall 
deformation mobilises shear stresses in the stored material and generates a pressure transfer (horizontal 
arch) from the centre of the wall to the corners. The theory of arching was described in Chapter 2 and 
the arching behind the model silo wall is described in detail in Chapter 11. 
An Indication of the depth of stored material required to induce sufficient wall deformation and shear 
strength within the stored material to mobilise the horizontal arch redistribution can be gained from 
Figures 8.39to 8.42. At a horizontal section 500 mm. above the outlet and with the sand level at 750 
mm. above the outlet the pressure at the comer of the silo is 4.0 kPa. and the pressure in the centre is 
2.4 kPa. The variation can be attributed to a combination of the difference between the clastic and 
plastic stress states existing at the comers and centre of the wall respectively, in addition to an arching 
pressure redistribution. As the sand level increases, the pressure in the centre of the wall increases 
slowly at a nearly constant rate to a maximum of 4.4 kPa at the end of filling. Meanwhile the pressure 
at the comer increases rapidly and nearly linearly throughout the filling period to a final value of 45.5 
kPa. The significant change in the gradient of the pressure increase in the centre of the wall ( when the 
sand level is 250mm. above the point of measurement ) marks the point where the arching 
phenomenon starts to dominate the pressure distribution. 
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The steep pressure gradient across the wall was observed at every level of measurement other than at 
the ring beam between the hopper and bin. Figure 8.36 shows that the pressure at this level is constant 
over most of the wall but there is a sharp pressure drop in the corner and an increase close to the 
corner. There arc at least two phenomena that could lead to this pressure drop and they arc discussed 
in turn. 
I. A local arch forms within the stored material over the corner. In section 8.2 it was stated that the 
ring beam deforms inwards during filling. Deformation is a minimum at the corners and increases 
towards the centre of the ring beam. The inwards deformation of two perpendicular walls and the 
resulting compression of the stored material may lead to an arch or 'bridge' formation of dense 
material over the comer. This arch will be called the ring beam arch and its effect is to relieve pressure 
from the corner and increase it at some distance towards the centre of the wall. This ring beam arch 
formation is described in detail in Chapter 11. 
2. The pressure drop may be due the effect of a vertical arch in the hopper. The arch 'bridges' the ccn- 
trc of the wall and increases the pressure at the ring beam and at the outlet. The steep gradient of the 
pressure versus head of sand curve at points WN I and WN5 (Figure 8.39) suggests that some pressure 
may be redistributed from the centre of the hopper wall to stiff parts above and below as well as to the 
edges of the wall. If this is the case it is probable that the comers of the silo at the ring beam level will 
be unaffected by the pressure increase at the ring beam level due to the geometry of the hopper wall. 
An arch will have most affect over its shortest span and this is from the hopper outlet to the centre of 
the ring beam or from the corners of the hopper wall between the outlet and the ring beam. The effect 
is progressively less from the centre of the ring beam to the comers of the ring beam. 
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8.4.2. Other Horizontal Pressure Measurements 
8.4.2.1. Horizontal pressures parallel and at 450 to the wall " Positions 2 and 3 
The positions of measurement of pressure parallel to the wall (Position 2. Figure 32a) are shown in 
Figure 8.51 and the positions of measurement at 45° to the wall (Position 3, Figure 32a) arc shown in 
Figure 8.56. The following discussion refers to principal stress directions and wall slope close to the 
wall and on a horizontal plane. Because of symmetry shear stress at the centre of the wall must be 
zero. he minimum principal stress aligns with the direction of maximum wall deformation and is nor- 
mal to the wall and hence the intermediate principal stress is parallel to the wall. This is confirmed by 
the pressure measurements. The results of cells placed to measure horizontal pressure parallel to the 
wall at different levels are shown in Figures 8.49 to 8.51. In the centre of the wall (WP I and WP 5), 
the pressure parallel to the wall is almost double the pressure normal to the wall. Figure 8.57 shows the 
results from cells placed at 45° to the wall. At position IV114, the pressure is equal to half the sum of 
the pressures normal to and parallel to the wall. (1VP 3 and WN 16) 
Bctwccn the comcr and ccntrc of the wall (positions WP7 and WWP8). the parallel pressure approaches 
that of pressure normal to the wall. At these points the wall slope produces shear stresses in the sand 
and the major principal stress direction rotates towards a plane at 45° to the wall. At the corner both 
the wall slope and the wall deformation arc zero and the stored material is restrained in all horizontal 
directions. The horizontal pressure is the same in all directions. 
Pressure parallel to the wall is less than normal pressure at the level of the bin and hoppcr transition. 
Wall deformation at the transition is very small and so it was expected that the pressure would be simi- 
lar in every direction. The difference may be due to the position of the cells. Cells placed to measure 
normal pressure were situated below the ring beam whereas cells placed to measure pressure parallel to 
the wall were positioned above the ring beam. 
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8.4.2.2. Horizontal pressure away from the wall - Positions 1 and 3 
The positions of pressure measurement away from the walls are shown in Figures 8.48 and 8.56. floe 
izontal pressure was measured at four points at three levels away from the wall of the silo (/111 to 
11112). Figure 8.51 shows that pressure rises steadily from a minimum at the centre of the wall to a 
maximum in the centre of the silo. Because of symmetry, pressure normal to perpendicular walls along 
the diagonals should be equal and so it was measured normal to one wall only (1112,1116,11110). 
A comparison of the results for pressure measured normal and parallel to the wall (Figure 8.51) with 
those for pressure at 45° to the wall (Figure 8.57) allows some conclusions to be made about the stress 
state on a horizontal plane through the stored material. The directions of the minor principal stresses at 
points along the centrelines of the silo (positions 1111.1// 3.1119,11111) only deviates a little from the 
normal to the wall. This is because the wall slope at the centre of the wall is zero and so the shear 
stress on planes perpendicular to the wall in the stored material behind the centre of the wall arc also 
zero. Some rotation of the direction of the principal stresses may have occurcd due to the influence of 
the deformation of the two walls adjoining the wall being considered. The principal stresses at cells 
1112 and 11110 arc at an angle of 450 to the wall. The stress state at these points is influenced in equal 
amounts by the deformation of two walls. 
At the transition, there was only a negligible variation of horizontal pressure within the storcd material. 
This was expected because the wall deformation is very small due to the influence of the stiff ring 
beam and so the stored material is close to the clastic at-rest state of equilibrium. Shear stresses on a 
horizontal plane are very small as is the two dimension Mohr's circle representing stresses on the 
plane. 
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8.4.2.3. Horizontal pressure next to the hopper wall " Positlon S 
Pressure cells were placed in the positions shown in Figure 8.59 They were initially placed to measure 
horizontal pressure adjacent to the hopper wall to determine the direction and magnitude of the major 
and minor principal stresses. The calibration factors 'A' and '13' from equation 5.1 were not dctcr- 
mined for the embedded cells placed to measure pressure normal to the hopper wall. and so the princi. 
pal stresses cannot be calculated. 
The horizontal pressure data are useful for confirmation of the conclusions reached from the cells 
placed to measure pressure normal to the wall. Figure 8.60 shows that there is a considerable 
difference in pressure between points W114 at the centre of the transition and «'111 at the centre of the 
hopper wall when the silo is full and hence confirms the inclined cell data. 
B. S. Vertical pressure - Position 4 
Vcrtical pressure was measured at six levels in the silo at the positions shown in Figure 8.61. A typical 
example of the measurements recorded at a single position (IV 11) is shown in Figure 8.62. There 
appears to be one rogue set of data which is probably due to the cell placement technique. It is possible 
that the rogue data show an actual deviation in pressure and so it was incorporated in the calculations 
of the mean pressure and standard deviation. 
The distribution of vertical pressure on a horizontal section is shown for different depths in Figures 
8.63 to 8.65. The vertical pressure close to the wall follows a similar trend to the horizontal pressure. 
It is maximum in the vicinity of stiff areas such as the corners, and minimum near the points of max- 
imum wall deformation. Figures 8.66 to 8.72 show the mean of the increase in pressure for five tests 
during filling. Pressure at points IW2, IW5,1W8, tW 19 at the ccntm of the bin and hopper walls 
continues to increase throughout the test but at a somewhat lower rate than pressure at points WW3, 
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tW6, lW 9 and WV21 at the corners. Some reduction in the rate of pressure incrcasc during filling 
was expected due to the effect of wall friction but this would be constant across the wall. It is evident 
therefore, that vertical pressure in the vicinity of the wall is rc-distributed and is probably influenced by 
horizontal arching. (Both horizontal and vertical pressure on a horizontal plane arc redistributed from 
the centre of the wall towards the corners. ) Point %W20, which is situated between the bin wall centre 
and comer, does not feel a significantly higher pressure than point WV 19 in the centre of the wall. 
This indicates that the arch is effective over at least half the wall span. 
An indication of the depth of stored material required to mobilise a redistribution of vertical pressure is 
given in Figures 8.63 to 8.65. Figure 8.63 shows pressure at different levels in the hopper when the 
surface of the sand is at 1.0m above the outlet. Thcrc is little evidence of arching at low depths. Vcrti- 
cal pressure is nearly constant at every level except in the bottom of the hopper. At 250mm. above the 
outlet some variation is noticeable. Figure 8.67 shows the increase of vertical pressure with filling for 
point IW5 in the centre of the hopper wall. The gradient is nearly constant for the first 750mm. of 
filling but starts to decrease significantly from this point throughout the filling period. 
Pressure away from the wall increases with increasing distance from the wall. Figure 8.65 shows that a 
peak pressure occurs approximately half way between the wall and the corner of the bin. Pressure in 
the centre of the silo is greater than the pressure in the vicinity of the centre of the wall. In the hopper, 
vertical pressure was only measured at three points at each level. Measurements were not conducted to 
determine the pressure between the hopper wall and the centre of the silo. It may rise from a minimum 
at the centre of the wall to a peak at some distance between the centre of the wall and the centre of the 
silo or it may simply rise to a peak at the centre. 
Vertical pressure was measured at the bottom of the hopper and found to be significantly less than the 
vertical pressure 200mm. above. This suggests that there is a Janssen arch in the lower half of the 
hopper. Additional vertical pressure is carried by wall friction and vertical pressure near the outlet is 
reduced. 
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With the exception of the corners, there is only a little variation in vertical pressure at the level of the 
ring beam. In the vicinity of the corners pressure drops sharply in line with the horizontal pressure 
measurements. A possible explanation was given in Section 8.4.1. when it was suggested that a local 
arch (ring beam arch) forms over the comer relieving pressure from the corner and increasing it 
towards the centre of the wall. 
8.6. Discharge results 
8.6.1. Flow channel size 
Observation of the stored material from above the silo suggested that the flow mode was 'funnel flow' 
(Figure 8.73). Pressure cells were placed in the positions shown in Figure 8.61. Cells placed in the 
centre of the silo fell into the flow channel at the start of discharge. Cells placed 500mm away from the 
centre, remained in place until the surface of the sand dropped to their level. This indicates that the 
flow channel was less than one metre wide throughout the silo. 
8.6.2. Wall cell and deformation results 
Figure 8.74a shows the wall cell measurements during discharge for a single test at points 'A' to 'D' 
(Figure 8.27). The results shown are from one typical test only. Readings were taken at intervals of 
one minute. Two other tests were conducted with readings at a shorter interval but none of the rapid 
fluctuations evident in the results of some other workers (discussed in Section 2.2.2.1) was noticed. 
The pressure at cell 'A' rose 2kPa during the first thirty minutes of discharge. This was followed by a 
steep rise over the next three minutes to a maximum pressure which coincided with a sand level equal 
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to 1.125m. above the level of the cell. It was fifty per cent higher than the maximum filling pressure. A 
rapid decrease was evident over the next four minutes and the pressure dropped almost linearly to zero. 
A similar phenomenon was seen at cell V. The pressure started to increase when the sand level was 
at 0.6m. above the cell. It rose to approximately one hundred per cent above the maximum filling pres- 
sure at a level of 0.3m. above the cell. At cells 'B' and 'C', the pressure decreased steadily from the 
start of discharge until the sand reached a level of 0.6m. above the cell. This was followed by an 
increase until the sand was 0.3m. above the cell. The maximum pressure measured at cell 'B' during 
discharge was ten per cent higher than the maximum filling pressure whereas the maximum discharge 
pressure at cell 'C' was forty per cent less than the maximum filling pressure. 
The pressure fluctuations described above are attributed to wall flexibility. They may be caused by two 
scparatc phenomena. 
1. A partial break down of the arches formed during filling occurs during discharge. The 
consolidation pressure at any point in the stored material is probably reduced throughout the 
discharge period. A corresponding reduction in the shear strength may result in a breakdown 
of the horizontal arch. Pressure in the comer would decrease and pressure in the centre of the 
wall would increase as a result. 
2. The rapid pressure rise in the lattcr stages of discharge is due to inward deformation of the 
wall. Figure 8.76 shows the wall deformation at position D 10 (Figure 8.18) during 
discharge. For the first fifteen minutes the wall deformation is less than 0.2mm. The rate of 
inwards deformation increases from this point and is nearly linear for ten minutes before the 
level of sand reaches the level of D 10. Comparison with the wall cell pressure measure- 
ments (Figure 8.73) shows that the sharp inwards deformation corresponds to the rapid pres- 
sure increase and suggests that the stored material moves towards a passive plastic stress 
state during discharge. 
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8.6.3. Embedded cells 
Figure 8.74b shows the discharge pressures measured by the embedded cells placed in front of the wall 
cells. At point 'A', the pressure increases for the first thirty minutes of discharge. This is in agreement 
with the wall cell at point W. However, the sharp increase in pressure measured by the wall cell 
shortly before the end of discharge was not recorded by the embedded cell. At point 'D' a small 
increase in pressure was measured just before the surface of the stored material passed the embedded 
cell. The increase was negligible in comparison with that measured by the wall cell at the same posi- 
tion. Pressure measured at points 'B' and 'C' decreased at a nearly constant rate until a period of 
between five and twelve minutes before the sand surface passed the cell level. From this point, the 
pressure remained constant until it dropped sharply to zero. The period of constant pressure coincided 
with the pressure increase measured by the wall cells at the same positions. 
The results show that the embedded cells may exhibit the same pressure trends that were measured by 
the wall cells. However, the embedded cells placed a small distance from the wall arc not sensitive to 
the sharp pressure increases measured by the wall cells during discharge. Reasons for the difference arc 
unknown. 
8.6.4. Vertical pressure 
Figure 8.75 shows the vertical pressure at different points in the silo. The positions of measurement 
arge shown in Figure 8.61. Vertical pressurc in the ccntrc of the silo (1V4) falls to zero immediately 
after the start of discharge. Away from the centre, the pressure cells measured a small increase, possi- 
bly due to friction applied to the boundary of the stationary mass from the flowing contents. As the 
contents in the channel flow, they exert a vertical force on the edge of the stationary medium. 
Although greatly reduced, some of this force will also be felt at the wall. 
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As discharge continues the vertical pressure at any level in the silo decreases at a constant rate to zero 
when the surface of the material reached the level of the pressure ccll. 
8.6.5. Strain gauges 
Figures 8.77 to 8.80 show the strain gauge results at various positions on the cxtcrnal face of the silo 
wall. The positions are shown in Figure 8.1. At every position the measured strains decrease 
throughout the discharge period. The results prove that the high pressures measured by the wall cells 
during discharge and described in Section 8.6.2 do not generate the high wall stresses. This is because 
the high pressures occur in a localised region and do not significantly affect the overall behaviour. 
Mic results suggest that discharge does not lead to the worst load case for design. The highest wall 
stresses were measured when the silo was full. The results from this model suggest that similar silos 
can be designed for the static pressure case when the silo is full. No additional overpressure factor is 
required to allow for high discharge pressures. 
8.6.6. Wall friction 
The cocflicicnt of wall friction was calculated from the walls cells during discharge. The wall friction 
force declined at a nearly constant rate from the start of discharge. Cells 'ß'. 'C' and 'D' exhibit ncga- 
tive friction before the cnd of discharge. This seems to be due to elasticity within the stored medium. 
As the head of sand above any point in the bin is reduced, inward deformation of the wall and strain 
cncrgy rccovcry gcncratc an upward strain of the storcd matcrial and hcncc ncgativc friction on the 
wall. 
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9. Checks to determine the accuracy of measured data 
Extreme care was taken when selecting, installing and using the instrumentation to ensure that the 
measured data was accurate. Checks were carried out after testing to confirm the accuracy of the data. 
It was necessary to check the embedded cell measurements because of their susceptibility to placement 
error and inaccuracies during calibration; they were checked by investigation of the equilibrium of 
vertical forces in the silo. Two equilibrium checks were carried out. 
a) Vertical equilibrium at the level of the bin and hopper transition with the silo full. 
b) Vertical equilibrium of the hopper with the silo full. 
The strain gauge results enabled another check on the accuracy of the measured data. The experimen- 
tal strains were compared with those predicted by a Finite Element analysis incorporating the measured 
pressure distribution. Good correlation between the two sets of results would suggest that the meas- 
urcd data was accurate. 
A final check on the accuracy of the measured data is given in Chapter 11. The Mohr's circles shown 
in Figure 11.4 illustrate the states of stress of the stored material at different points in the silo. The lim- 
icing active state is also shown. The proximity of the Mohr's circles to the limiting active state in areas 
of large wall deformation gives further confirmation of the accuracy of the pressure measurements. 
Conccrn ovcr the accuracy of the displacement data necessitated a check of its accuracy. This was car- 
ricd out by a comparison of the displaccments prcdictcd by the Finitc Elcmcnt analysis and the mcas- 
ured displacements. 
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9.1. Equilibrium check at the transition level 
The equilibrium of forces was checked at the level of the hoppcr/bin transition. Vertical pressure was 
measured at the points shown on plan in Figure 9.1 and pressure was assumed to vary linearly between 
these points. The sum of the vertical force over one cigth of the transition was determined from 
numerical integration using Simpsons rule. Since there was only a small variation of pressure at the 
transition, it is unlikely that the assumption of linearity between measurement points led to a 
significant error in the summation. The calculated force was multiplied by eight to give the vertical 
force at the transition. The vertical friction force carried by the wall above the transition was dcter- 
mined in a similar manner. Pressure normal to the wall was measured at the points shown in Figure 
9.2, and the sum of the normal pressure distribution acting on half of the wall was again calculated 
using numerical integration. The spacing between pressure cells was reduced at one level close to the 
comers to measure the steep pressure gradient. At other levels (except close to the transition) a similar 
distribution between the measured points was assumed. The coefficient of wall friction was taken from 
the wall cell results and was 0.7. The friction force for the half wall was calculated from the product of 
the normal force and the coefficient of friction. Symmetry was assumed and the friction force acting 
on half of the wall was multiplied by eight to give the sum of the force on all four walls. 
The volume and unit weight of the stored material have been assessed. Consideration of the equili- 
brium of vertical forces leads to 
a 
_o 
a 
22A2 
PVa. =1 
fP, drdy+! 1q dz -o -d 0 -a 222 
(9.2) 
where x=0 is taken at the ccntrclinc of the bin and hopper wall, y=0 is takcn at the ccntrclinc of the 
orthogonal bin wall and z=0 is taken at the level of the top of the bin. VV; K is the volume of the silo 
above the transition, p is the unit weight of the contents, h is the depth of the bin. 
a L. 
P, dx dy is the factored sum of vertical pressure at the transition and 
jq dz ds is the sum !! 
222 
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of the frictional drag above the transition. 
The calculation yields: - 
Total weight of the contents a 16.29 *8 =130.3 kN 
Sum of vertical force at the transition and friction force =107.7 + 37.9 =145.6 kN 
The measured vertical force and friction force are unfactored. If the measured pressures are multiplied 
by the calibration constant (0.83) determined in Chapter 5, the sum of the vertical force at the transition 
and the friction force becomes 
89.39 +31.46 =120.84 
The difference between the measured force and the weight of the contents is within the bounds of an 
error analysis which considers the deviation in the surface of the contents from that assumed in the 
volume calculation, variation in material density and wall friction from the measured values, and varia. 
tion due to the linear interpolation between the results. 
9.2. Equilibrium check in the hopper 
The total measured vertical force is equal to the vertical components of wall friction and normal pres- 
sure over the hopper wall and the surcharge from the bin. Tipis should be equal to the total weight of 
the contents of the silo. 
The calculation yields:. 
Sum of the weight of the hopper contents and the surcharge from the bin n 21.0 + 
(107.7 * 0.83) = 110.39 kN 
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Sum of the vertical components of normal force and friction force 
= 146.5 * 0.83 = 121.6 kN 
The difference between the measured force and the weight of the contents is again within the bounds of 
an error analysis. 
93. Comparison of experimental and Finite Element wall stress distributions 
A further check of the accuracy of the measured pressures was carried out using the strain gauges. The 
stress distribution calculated from the measured strains was compared with the stress distribution 
predicted by a Finite Element analysis incorporating the experimentally measured pressure distribution. 
Good correlation between the two stress distributions confirmed the accuarcy of the measured strains, 
the Finite Element model and the measured pressures. The accuracy of the strain gauge measurement 
system reduces the realistic possibilities of differences between the two sets of wall stresses to: 
a. Incorrect assumptions in the Finite Element model. 
b. Inaccuracies in the measurement of the pressure field. 
c. Inaccuracies arising from the interpolation between measurement points for input into the 
Finite Element model. 
Assumptions related to the boundary conditions of the walls ('a') were a possible cause of inaccuracy 
of the results from the Finite Element analysis. The Finite Element model is described in Appendix A. 
The Appendix also includes a description of tests that confirmed the accuracy of the Finite Element 
model by comparison with a Perspex model silo filled with water. Therefore only inaccuracies due to 
'b' and 'c' led to significant differences between the experimental and Finite Element stresses. 
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A small selection of the results are given in Table 9.1. The positions are shown in Figure 8.1. 
Position Experiment F. E. with measured pressure 
S20 7 N/mm2 13 NImm2 
S19 20 N /mm2 30 N/mm2 
S12 17 NImm2 19 N/mm2 
TABLE 9.1 - Comparison of wall stresses 
The stress distribution predicted by the Finite Element analysis incorporating the measured pressure 
distribution was similar to the experimental stress distribution. The maximum principal stress was at 
point S 19 and was 30 N/mm2 (10 N1mm2 higher than the equivalent experimental stress). The major 
cause of discrepcncy was probably inaccuracies of the pressure distribution applied to the Finite Elc- 
ment model. In particular, the pressure gradients were not modelled accurately because of the large 
mesh size adopted and the necessity of applying a uniform pressure to each clement in the mesh. How- 
ever. the reasonable correlation between the two stress distributions tends to confirm the accuracy of 
the embedded cell pressure measurements and the Finite Element model. 
9.4. Assessment of the reliability of the displacement results 
Before the start of testing it was expected that displacements would be measured to a high degree of 
accuracy. The transducers were fixed to a rigid and apparently independent frame (1~igure 4.2a). The 
measured displacements at each position showed good agreement for five tests but there was some 
doubt about the accuracy of the measurements near the corners. They were larger than expected and so 
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checks were carried out which confirmed that the silo was not rotating as a rigid body. The accuracy 
of the measured data were checked by comparison with results from a Finite Element analysis. Dis- 
placements predicted by the Finite Element model described in Appendix A and incorporating the 
measured pressure distribution were compared with the experimental displacements. The deformed 
wall profiles were similar. The Finite Element model predicted a maximum bin wall deformation of 
3.9mm between points D 11 and D 12 (Figure 8.18). This is over fifty per cent greater than the meas- 
ured deformation at the same point. The maximum bin wall stresses predicted using the same Finite 
Element model were also in the region of fifty per cent greater than the measured stresses. The 
difference may be attributed to the interpolation of measured pressures between points of measurement 
for input into the Finite Element analysis. Finite Element displacements in the comers were consider- 
ably smaller than the measured displacements. The measured displacements in the comers are inexpli- 
cably large but the data away from the corners agree with the anticipated trends of distribution and 
magnitude. 
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10. Comparison of the experimental results with existing theory 
The results of pressure measurements from the model silo (discussed in Section 8.4) show that the 
pressure at any level on a flexible wall is higher at the comers than in the centre of the wall. In Chapter 
3, existing methods of pressure calculation were reviewed and it was found that they did not predict 
this pressure gradient on a horizontal plane. The gradient is due to a pressure redistribution. In this 
chapter, the significance of the pressure gradient is investigated by a comparison of the measured pres- 
sures and the pressures predicted by existing theories. Finally the measured wall strains are compared 
with those predicted for a wall under a uniform Janssen pressure distribution to quantify the effect of 
the true pressure distribution on wall stresses. 
10.1. Horizontal pressure in the bin 
Figure 10.1 shows the measured pressures normal to the bin wall and pressures calculated from 
Janssen's formulae for the silo filled with sand. Two values of K, the ratio of horizontal to vertical 
pressure, are adopted. These were the Jaky coefficient for earth pressure at-rest and the Rankine active 
coefficient. The two Janssen distributions would be the limiting states of pressure if there were no 
arching action. Therefore, the comparison gives a good indication of the significance of arching in the 
silo. 
Horizontal arches were evident at any point behind a deformed wall when the level of the surface of the 
stored material has risen to 0.5 m. above the point of consideration. At point WN 16 (Figure 8.32) the 
measured pressure in the centre of the bin wall is visibly less than the Janssen active pressure when the 
stored material has risen 0.5 m. The pressure at the comer at the same level (1VN 24) is more than dou- 
ble the Janssen at-rest value. When the surface of the stored material has risen to a certain point (some. 
where between 0.5 m. and 1.2 m. above the wall centre) the rate of increase of pressure in the centre of 
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the wall has reduced to nearly zero. Therefore pressure in the centre of the wall is progressively less 
than the Janssen active value as the depth of stored material increases. Pressure at the corner continues 
to increase rapidly with depth and reaches a value that is more than four times the Janssen at-rest value. 
It is not possible for a cohesionless soil to be in a stress state that is less than the limiting active state. 
Janssen's equation (incorporating Rankines value for K. ) predicts a pressure that is equal to the active 
state and so the horizontal pressures can only be less than those predicted by Janssen if the vertical 
pressures are also lower. This is in fact the case, and further discussion is presented in Section 102. 
At points just above the ring beam, the horizontal pressure at the centre of the wall increases to a value 
above the Janssen active pressure and the corner pressure decreases towards the Janssen at-rest pres- 
sure. At the ring beam level, pressure in the centre of the beam (WH4, Figure 8.59) rises to nearly 
twice the Janssen at-rest value. This is because the inward deformation of the ring beam generates a 
move towards the passive pressure state. In addition a ring beam arch forms over the comers and gen- 
crates a pressure increase in the middle of the beam. In the corners at the ring beam level pressure 
drops to less than the at-rest value. An arch formation 'bridges' the corner and results in pressure relief 
at the corner and pressure increase over the remainder of the ring beam. This arch formation is dis- 
cussed further in Section 11.1. 
10.2. Vertical pressure 
Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show the measured vertical pressures and the Janssen and hydrostatic distribu- 
tions. The positions of points for comparison arc shown in Figure 10.2. A comparison of the experi- 
mental and theoretical pressure distributions indicates the effect of arching and wall friction on vertical 
pressures. Without any arching the vertical pressure would be closely approximated by the Janssen 
active pressure in the centre of the wall and the Janssen at-rest pressure in the corners. In the centre of 
the silo the effect of wall friction is reduced (as described in Section 2.1.1. ) and so the vertical pressure 
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should be equal or close to the hydrostatic pressure. Figure 10.4 indicates that there is an extensive 
pressure transfer at the wall due to arching. Measured vertical pressures are considerably lower than 
the Janssen active pressure in areas of high wall deformation. In the corners they are equal to the 
hydrostatic distribution. 
It is evident that more load is relieved from the central section of the wall than is Imposed on the 
comers. Therefore, to maintain vertical equilibrium load must be increased away from the walls. Fig- 
tire 8.65 shows that there is evidence of such an increase between the comer and the centre of the silo 
(point IV 18, Figure 8.61) where the measured pressure is greater than the hydrostatic pressure. The 
pressure increase at this point and the reduced gradient of the pressure increase at the corner indicates 
the existence of a Tcrzaghi arch. This was arch described in Chapter 2. In the silo. it reduces vertical 
pressure near the wall and increases friction on the wall and vertical pressure at some distance from the 
wall (point IV 18). It is described in Section 11.1. 
At the centre of the silo the measured pressure follows the hydrostatic distribution from the top of the 
silo to a point at 250 mm. above the outlet. This suggests that the wall friction and arching have a 
negligible effect on pressure in the silo centre. The low pressure measured near the outlet suggests that 
wall friction affects pressure over the entire cross section at this level. The reduced distance between 
the walls leads to a local Janssen arch formation that is similar to arching between the walls of a deep 
silo (Janssen's theory). 
The measured vertical pressure in the corners at the ring beam level is less than half the Janssen at-rest 
value. This follows a similar vend to the horizontal pressure and was discussed in Section 8.4.1. 
103. Pressure normal to the hopper wall 
In Chapter 3 it was stated that there is a wide variation between the existing theories for hopper pres- 
sure calculation. The accuracy of the theories for predicting the pressure on a rigid wall is in dispute. 
Aft 
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Therefore, it is not possible to determine accurately the extent of arching from a comparison of experi- 
ment and theory. The comparison does lead to some conclusions concerning the hopper pressure meas- 
urements and the accuracy of the existing methods of pressure calculation on flexible hopper walls. 
Figure 10.5 shows a comparison between the Jenike and Walker theories and the experimental results 
for the hopper filled to the level of the transition ring beam. The distribution of the mean pressure with 
depth is close to linear. This suggests that there is insufficient consolidation force to develop the shear 
strength to support a vertical arch (an arch which redistributes pressure from the middle of the wall and 
increase it at the ring beam and hopper outlet). Therefore, the theoretical predictions of Jenike and 
Walker, for a hopper without surcharge from the contents of a bin appear to give a reasonable estima- 
tion of the mean wall pressure if the true value of wall friction is known. 
A comparison of the Walker. Jenike and experimental pressures in the hopper when the silo is full is 
given in Figure 10.6. Horizontal arching reduces the pressure in the centre of the silo to less than a 
quarter of the lowest theoretical prediction. Pressure at the corner half way up the silo is three times 
the highest theoretical prediction. 
The mean horizontal pressure (determined by the integration of pressure over a horizontal slice divided 
by the width of that slice) is no longer linear with depth. It is a maximum at the transition and at the 
outlet. This suggests that vertical arches relieve pressure from the mid-height of the hopper and 
increase pressure at the ring beam and the outlet. The measured pressure in the centre of the hopper 
wall is less than the theoretical values. This suggests that a horizontal arch has formed and rcdistri- 
butcd pressure from the centre to the edges. Neither theory incorporates any of the effects of wall flexi- 
bility and so they do not give an accurate prediction of the wall pressure. Walker's theory ovcresti- 
mates the mean wall pressures as predicted in Section 3.2.2. Jcnike's theory gives a reasonable predic- 
tion of the mean experimental wall pressure from just above the outlet to the ring beam. The integral 
of wall pressure over a horizontal slice using Jenike's theory leads to slightly higher values than those 
obtained from the experiment. Both distributions were calculated to maintain vertical equilibrium of 
the hopper but the Jcnike distribution incorporated a theoretical surcharge from the bin contents which 
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was greater than the measured surcharge. 
10.4. Ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure 
Figures 10.8 to 10.10 show the ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure (Qv) plotted against depth of 
material for different points in the silo when the silo is full. The positions arc shown in Figure 10.7 and 
labelled as KI to K9 respectively. The experimentally measured ratios are compared with Jaky's 
coefficient for earth pressure at-rest and the Rankine active coefficient. The measured values are not 
necessarily principal stresses and so the comparison is not of theoretical and experimental values of 
the ratio 'K' as defined in the notation but is of theoretical and experimental ratios of horizontal to vert- 
ical pressure. 
In the centre of the silo K is equal to the at-rest value. This suggests that the stored material in the cen- 
tre is not affected by wall deformation and it is in an clastic state of equilibrium. In the corners the 
stored material is also in an elastic state of equilibrium but the effects of Terzaghi arching result in a 
ratio of K that is much higher than the at-rest ratio. This is because horizontal and vertical pressures 
are redistributed from the centre of the silo to the corner. Both pressures are increased by a similar 
magnitude and so the ratio of horizontal to vertical pressure is increased. 
Away from the corners and close to the deformed wall the sand is in a plastic active state of equili- 
brium. Figure 10.8 shows that the stress ratio at position K2 is less than the active ratio. The active 
ratio is a lower bound. The discrepancy suggests that there is an error in either the theoretical or the 
experimental ratio. The theoretical value of K, may be incorrect due to an inaccurate angle of internal 
friction. In Chapter 3 problems of recreating the stored material stress state in the shear box were dis- 
cussed. It was concluded that the angle of internal friction was dependent upon the stress path to 
failure of the stored material and that it could vary in the model silo. A second source of error is the 
embedded pressure cells. The discussion in Chapter 5 highlighted the problems of obtaining accurate 
data and showed that the small discrepancy between the measured and theoretical ratios of K, could be 
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attributed to measuring errors. Despite these sources of error, the discrepancy between the expcrimcn- 
tal and theoretical ratios is small and so it is reasonable to conclude that the material near the wall is an 
active state of plastic equilibrium. 
los. well stresses 
The incorporation of the arched pressure distribution into design results in a lower wall stress than an 
analysis that incorporates an existing theoretical pressure distribution. It follows that economics in the 
structure of non-circular flexible silos are possible if the true pressure distribution is used. The incor- 
poration of the true pressure distribution is only important if the economies are sufficient to justify any 
additional computation. This section discusses the results of a study to determine the cffcct of a non- 
uniform pressure distribution on the wall stress of the silo test model. It indicates the possible 
economics arising from the inclusion of a non-uniform pressure in the silo design. 
The stress distribution in a flexible wall subjected to a uniform pressure distribution (pressure does not 
vary on a horizontal plane) was compared with the stress distribution in the same wall subjected to a 
true pressure distribution. It was not feasible to impose a uniform distribution on the model silo wall 
and so the experimental wall stresses were compared with wall stresses predicted using a Finite Ele- 
ment model. The Finite Element model described in Appendix B was used. The accuracy of the model 
was discussed investigated in Chapters 4 and 9 and the stress results correlated well with experimental 
results from the steel and pcrspcx silos. The Janssen pressure distribution incorporated the stored 
material properties given in Chapter 5 (Table 4.3). The Rankine active value was selected for the ratio 
of horizontal to vertical pressure to give the lower theoretical pressure distribution and hence the 
lowest wall stresses. 
The highest wall stresses in the experimental model were close to the centre of the walls, near to the 
corners and near to the ring beam. The highest experimental principal stress in the bin wall was at point 
S 19. Figure 8.1. It was 20 N/mm2 and was at an orientation close to the horizontal axis. The principal 
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stresses along the vertical centreline of the wall did not rise above 8 N/mm2 except at the bottom of the 
waU close to the ring beam. Here the maximum measured stress was at point S 12 (Figure 8.1) and it 
was 17 NImm2. 
The stresses predicted by the Finite Element analysis with the Janssen pressure distribution were very 
different to those from the non-uniform pressure distribution. The maximum stresses were significantly 
higher in the uniform pressure model. The highest principal stress was 50 N/mm2 close to the centre 
of the wall at point S20, Figure 8.1. This was more than five times the experimental stress at the same 
position. The stress at point S 19 at the corner of the silo was 23 N/mm2, this was similar to the exper- 
imental result. 
To summarise, the stress distribution arising from the uniform pressure was very different to that from 
the non-uniform pressure. In addition the maxximum wall stresses were significantly greater in the 
wall of the model with the uniform pressure. The difference may justify the development of new 
theories for pressure calculation in flexible silos. 
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11. Summary of the stored material stress state 
A summary of the stress state within the stoned material during filling is given below. The bin, ring 
beam and hopper are discussed separately. The stress block shown in Figure 11.1 defines a set of 
Cartesian axes and stress directions relative to the bin. Compressive stresses arc positive. When con- 
sidering the stored material behind one wall only, a, is the stress component aligned with the vertical 
axis, Q; is aligned normal to the wall and a, acts parallel to the wall. 
11.1. Bin 
Early in the filling process, the wall deformation is small and the stored material is close to the at-rest 
state of elastic equilibrium. Wall friction is only partially mobilised and so the direction of the max- 
imum principal stress, Qt, is close to the vertical axis. The magnitudes of the intermediate and minor 
principal stresses, a2, a3, are nearly equal and they are on a plane which is close to the horizontal 
plane. Continued filling increases the pressure. Consolidation of the stored material mobilises friction 
forces at the interface of the wall and stored material, and introduces shear stresses (c , t=x ) in a 
region adjacent to the wall. The direction of the major principal stress is now inclined from the vertical 
axis. 
Wall deformation results in yield of the stored material in a similar manner to that illustrated in Figure 
11.2. (Wall flexibility leads to some difference in the length of the shear planes and dcgrcc of mobili- 
sation of shear stress but the analogy is appropriate for this discussion). Shear stresses Ts and %s are 
generated and they reduce the horizontal pressure v, in the manner described by Rankine [3j and dis- 
cussed in Chapter 3. The intermediate principal stress az is approximately parallel to the wall and the 
minor principal stress Q3 is approximately normal to the wall. The slip planes are inclined at an angle 
of 45 +Z degrees to the direction of the minor principal stress. 
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The wall deformation produces a yield in the form illustrated in Figure 11.2. The figure shows a single 
layer of the stored material inclined at an angle of yr = 45 +2 degrees to the horizontal and it is 
divided into several strips of equal width. The strips slide relative to each other mobilising shear 
stresses Tyt, To Ty; and r 3, whose magnitude is in proportion to the wall slope. The centre strips are 
restrained from movement by friction on adjacent strips and in the same manner, the adjoining strips 
are restrained from sliding by adjacent strips. To maintain horizontal equilibrium. pressure is 
transferred from the centre strips and ultimately, a certain part of the pressure from the central area of 
the wall is transferred through friction to the corners. 
The shear stresses Ty Tly. Ty. and r, constitute the horizontal arching phenomenon. Because of sym- 
metry, the horizontal slope at the vertical centreline of the wall and ryt, r,, Ty, and ry are zero. Shear 
stresses are generated between the corner and the centre of the wall wherever the wall slopes. The 
lengths of the shear planes are influenced by the magnitude of the wall deformation and the stiffness of 
the storm material. Shear planes are longest in areas of maximum wall slope. Towards the comers the 
shear planes are short but significant pressure transfer is still possible due to the higher horizontal pres- 
sure and consequently high shear strength of the stored material. 
In the early stages of loading, the small wall deformation leads to a pressure relief from a small area 
near to the centre of the wall only. A rise in the surface of the stored material increases the wall dcfor- 
mation and hence the length of the shear planes. The shear strength of the stored material is also 
increased and more pressure is redistributed from point c (Figure 11.2) at the centre of the wall towards 
points d and d' at the corners. Continued filling reduces the rate of pressure increase in areas of high 
wall deformation. Eventually, the position of maximum deformation ( point c) does not feel any 
further pressure increase since the shear strength of the stored material and wall deformation arc 
sufficient to redistribute all the pressure away from the centre of the wall. Points away from the centre 
continue to feel a pressure increase at a progressively slower rate until they also are relieved of any 
further increase. 
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In the centre of the wall (point 'c' in Figure 11.2) the wall slope in a horizontal plane is zero and so the 
direction of the minor principal stress is normal to the wall and the intermediate principal stress is 
parallel with the wall. The stress state at this point by the wall of the silo model at 1600 mm. above the 
outlet with the silo full is represented by the Mohr's circle shown for Position 3 (Figure 11.3) In Figure 
11.4. The minor principal stress is 1.6 kPa. and the major principal stress is approximately 11 kPa. 
The major principal stress is aligned with an axis that is slightly inclined to the vertical axis because of 
wall friction. 
Between the comer and the centre of the wall, the shear stresses 'ti, and T,,, swing the direction of the 
principal stresses away from a plane normal to the wall and towards a plane parallel to the wall. This 
stress state is represented by the Mohr's circle at position 2, Figure 11.4. The stress normal to the wall 
is approximately 8 kPa. and the minor principal stress is approximately 6 kPa. The shear stresses tp 
and t, swing the direction of the major principal stress away from the vertical axis. 
The stress state at the corner is represented by the Mohr's circle at Position 1. Figure 11.4. The limited 
wall deformation prevents the stored material from moving from the elastic state. The minor and inter. 
mediate principal stresses are both equal to 17 kPa. 
The influence of wall flexibility in the centre of the silo is negligible. The stress state at this point is 
displayed in the Mohr's circle shown in Figure 11.4. Position 5. The stored material is nearly in an at- 
rest state. The major principal stress aligns with the vertical axis and the minor and intermediate prin- 
cipal stresses are equal. 
The vertical pressure close to the comers of the silo is influenced by a Tcrzaghi arch formation which 
increases the frictional drag on the wall at the corner of the silo and the vertical pressure at some dis- 
tance between the corner and the centre of the silo. Close to the corner, the wall yield is not sufficient 
to mobilise the active plastic state of equilibrium. Small wall deformations will cause some down- 
wards and outwards slip of the stored material near the wall. This is illustrated in Figure 11.5 (Section 
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AA). It shows inclined layers of deformed stored material against one wall only. The horizontal arch 
(described above) generates a high horizontal pressure at the silo comers, and this combined with the 
downwards yield of the stored material induces a high wall friction force near the corner. The stress 
state near to the non deformed stored material is illustrated by the Mohr's circle in Figure l 1.4, at Posi- 
tions 4. Vertical shear stresses r and r are mobilised at the silo wall and across any section through 
the yielded stored material. These shear stresses constitute the Tcrzaghi arch. They increase the verti- 
cal friction force on the wall near to the corner of the silo and in the non-yielded stored material behind 
the slip planes. To maintain vertical equilibrium, vertical pressure is reduced between these areas. The 
Terzaghi arch is only evident close to the silo corners because it requires a high horizontal pressure to 
increase the shear strength of the stored material and hence induce high shear stresses at the wall and 
throughout the yielded material. 
11.2. Hopper 
The hopper pressures arc redistributed by the same arch mechanisms described above. The principal 
stress directions are also rotated in the manner described above. The Horizontal arch (described in 
Section 11.1) redistributes both horizontal and vertical pressure from the centre of the wall towards the 
corners. The hopper wall is stiffer than the bin wall and so the ratio of the area relieved to the area sub- 
jected to a pressure increase is less in the hopper than it is in the bin. In addition a vertical arch forma- 
tion reduces vertical pressure from near the hopper comers and increases the friction force on the 
hopper wall near the comers and the vertical pressure behind the slip plane. 
The stress state in the stored material in the hopper differs to that in the bin due to the restraint of the 
upper boundary from the ring beam. Wall deformation produces a yield of the stored material in the 
manner illustrated in Figure 11.6. The ring beam at the top of the hopper limits horizontal translation 
and the bottom is restrained by the stiff outlet. In the upper half of the top of the hopper layers move 
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outwards in relation to layers above them. Near the bottom, the movement of any layer is outwards in 
relation to any layer below it. The yield of the wall mobilises the shear stresses T. and T. and pres- 
sure is transferred from the centre strips to those above and below them. 
In the bottom of the hopper, vertical pressure within the stored material is relieved over the entire cross 
section due to Janssen arching between opposite walls. The increased pressure normal to the hopper 
wall at the outlet increases the wall friction force and the shear strength of the stored material between 
the walls. Shear stresses (T. ) are mobilised across the silo and at the interface of the wall and stored 
material in a similar manner to Janssen's [1] description of arching between the walls of a deep silo. It 
is possible that the high shear strength of the stored material above the outlet of the hopper will lead to 
a strong arch formation and flow hold ups for some hopper geometry and stored material combinations. 
113. Ring beam 
At the ring beam level the stress pattern is complicated by rupture zones and arching action extending 
from the hopper, and inward deformation of the ring beam during filling of the hopper. Measurements 
show little variation in pressure across the section. They suggest that the stored material is in an at-rest 
state of elastic equilibrium except close to the corners where it is affected by the central ring beam 
deformation. Here, the hopper walls exert a downward and inward force on the ring beam. Deforma- 
tion is a minimum at the corners and a maximum at the mid-span. It changes the stress state of the 
stored material from the at-rest state towards the passive state of equilibrium. Passive (ring beam) 
arches are formed which 'bridge' the corners and generate an increase in pressure on the ring beam at 
some distance between the comer and mid-span. 
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12. Summary and Conclusions 
The tests in the square plan-form, flexible silo and pyramidal hopper have allowed the stress state to be 
described throughout the silo. This is the first time that extensive measurements have been carried out 
within the stored material behind a flexible silo wall. The tests have shown that accurate pressure 
measurements are possible if care is taken during the selection, calibration and placement of embedded 
cells. 
The measurements of pressure within the stored material, wall strain and wall deformation suggest that 
existing design methods for the calculation of static pressure in square silos arc conservative. They 
assume that the silo walls are rigid and do not deform or that they are rigid and rotate about their lower 
boundary. It has been shown that flexible plates with stiff boundaries produce a redistribution of pres- 
sure within the stored material. Internal arches are formed which increase the pressure in the vicinity of 
the stiff boundary and reduce it over most of the wall span, thus reducing the wall stresses. The boun- 
dary conditions of the silo wall as well as its flexibility and the stored material stiffness directly 
influence the pressure distribution. The existing theories are incorrect for the following reasons: 
(a) The mobilisation of shear stresses between the stiff corners of a flexible silo reduces the 
vertical and horizontal pressure near to the centre of the deformed wall and increases pres- 
sure at the comers. 
(b) The increased horizontal pressure in the comers allows a greater frictional force to be 
carried by the wall. Wall deformation mobilises shear stresses. They relieve vertical pres- 
sure close to the corner and increase it away from the corner and hence increase the in-plane 
force in the wall. 
(c) The arch formations described in 'a' and 'b' are evident in the hopper. In addition, res- 
traint to the upper boundary from the ring beam generates a third arch formation. Wall 
deformation mobilises shear stresses between the ring beam and the hopper outlet. If the 
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vertical consolidation force at the level of the hopper/cylinder transition is sufficient, pressure 
is reduced in the centre of the hopper wall and increased at the ring beam and the outlet. 
(d) The loads on the inclined walls of the hopper lead to inward deformation of the ring 
beam. Deformation is greater in the centre of the beam than at the corners and so the centre 
will be subjected to the largest passive pressure. Since the inward deformation of the beam 
is small, any increase in pressure due to the move towards the passive pressure state will be 
small. A further increase is possible due to the inward deformation of the beam and subse- 
quent arch formation over the comers. The arch relieves pressure from the corners and 
increases it towards the centre of the ring beam. 
(e) The distance between opposite walls at the bottom of the hopper coupled with the high 
pressure normal to the hopper wall allow large shear stresses to be generated at the interface 
of the wall and stored material and within the stored material. A Janssen type arch is formed 
above the hopper outlet. It increases the force carried by wall friction and lowers the vertical 
pressure over the outlet. 
(f) High pressures occur during discharge. This is partially due to the breakdown of the 
arches described above and partially due to the mobilisation of passive pressures due to 
inward deformation of the wall. In the areas of high wall deformation the inward movement 
is significant and passive pressures are generated that are up to twice the pressures measured 
during filling. A large proportion of the stored material is discharged before a passive pres- 
sure increase is incurred and so the total pressure felt by the wall and hence the wall stresses 
are at a maximum when the silo is full. 
It is probably only necessary for simplified rules to include the pressure redistributions described in 'a' 
and 'c' since these have a significant effect upon the silo wall stresses. Silo designs which neglect to 
allow for the stored material/structure interaction can result in structures that could carry stresses that 
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are significantly greater than the actual maximum stresscs. 
12.1. Further Work 
The complete stress state within the contents of a single flexible silo has been identifed. Additional 
tests are required to quantify the effect of the following variables on the pressure distribution. 
(a) Wall stiffness. 
(b) Stored material stiffness. 
(c) Wall aspect ratio and boundary conditions. 
This Thesis has highlighted the need for design methods that utilise the benefits of stored 
material/structure interaction. A general explanation has been given which describes the wall pressure 
distribution in non-circular flexible silos. A rational theory is required which will predict this pressure 
distribution. Further tests are necessary to verify that a similar arching action is present in silos of 
different aspect ratios and stiffened silos. The theory may then be used to determine the effect of hor- 
izontal arching on the vertical walls of all flexible silos. 
The effect of vertical arching between horizontal restraints such as horizontal stiffeners or ring beams 
should be quantified. The aspect ratio of the wall plate and the vertical confining pressures will 
influence the ratio of vertical and horizontal arching. 
The tests showed that it is reasonable to assume that vertical pressure is constant at the transition 
between the cylinder and hopper. This simplifies the prediction of hopper pressures but it is still neces- 
sary to conduct tests on hoppers with different wall angles in addition to determining the effect of the 
stiffness properties, aspect ratio and boundary conditions. 
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Appendix A The Finite Element model 
The model silo was analysed using a linear elastic finite element model. Symmetry of the planform 
enabled the numerical model to be reduced to a quarter of the silo. The walls of the bin and hoppcr 
were modelled with triangular plate elements which have five degrees of freedom per node point. Prel- 
iminary analyses were carried out to determine the optimum mesh size and it is shown in Figure Al. 
The boundary restraints were selected to ensure that the quarter model accurately represented a quarter 
of the full silo. The upper edges were left free and the ring beam between the bin and hopper was 
assumed to be restrained against vertical translation. The edges coinciding with the vcrtical centrelines 
of the silo walls were restrained against rotation about the vertical (y) axis and against translation in the 
in-plane direction of the plate. 
Displacement output was in the form of three translations in the global 'x', 'y' and 'z' directions and 
two rotations in either the global 'y' and 'x' or the 'y' and 'z' directions. The values and directions of 
the principal stresses at each element centroid and each nodal point were given for the outer, middle 
and inner surfaces of each element. 
The load from the stored material was simulated by applying a pressure to each clement and converting 
this to a point load at each node. Load was applied normal to each clement and in the plane of the plate 
to model the frictional drag. To maintain symmetry of the system, only some of the columns of nodes 
were subjected to an inplane force. To compensate, the force on the loaded nodes was increased In 
suitable proportions. 
The material properties used in the finite element model were based on the results of tests carried out at 
the Building Research Establishment. 
Tree Finite Element models were developed. 
1. A model of the Perspex silo shown in Figure 4.5. The finite clement and physical models 
were subjected to a hydrostatic pressure. The principal stresses determined from the finite 
element model were compared with stresses calculated from experimentally measured strains 
and the accuracy of the finite clement analysis and strain results were evaluated. 
2. A finite element model of the large scale steel model silo (Figure 4.2b). A Janssen pres- 
sure distribution was used to determine the optimum wall thickness for the physical model at 
the design stage. 
3. A numerical model of the bin section of the large scale model. The mesh spacing was 
reduced from the model described in '2' and the measured pressure distribution (determined 
from the tests described in Chapter 8) was applied to the silo. At two levels In the silo, pres- 
sure cells were placed close together to measure the steep pressure gradient. A similar distri. 
button of pressure was assumed between the measurement points at other levels. The model 
provided a check on the accuracy of the measured pressure, displacement and strain data, and 
by comparison with the results from '2', it also allowed an assessment of the benefits of 
incorporating a realistic pressure distribution Into design. 
The Pafec 75 suite of programmes was used for the analysis. The data input files for '2' and '3' are 
given below. Diagrams showing the mesh generation for the models described in '2' and '3' are 
shown in Figures A2 and Al 
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Figure Al PAFEC NIES 1-1 GENERATION OF 71IE SILO 
PAFEC DATA INPUT FILE 1 
CONTROL 
FULL. CONTROL 
PIIA9B"1 
PIIA8E=2 
P1IASE"1 
PIIASE 6 
PlIA9E 7 
PIIAaE*9 
STOP 
CONTROL. END 
TITLE STEEL BIN ktNO SUPPORT send 1111 (Inc vert load) gnerter bin modelled 
nodes 
node. number xyt 
1 1.00 0.000 0.000 // 2 1.00 0.000 0.300 
3 0.000 1.20 0.000 4 0.000 1.20 1.30 
5 1.30 0.000 0.300 6 1.30 1.20 1.30 
7 0.000 3.80 0.000 8 0.000 3.80 1.30 
9 1.30 3.80 1.30 // 10 1.00 0.000 0.7609-01 
11 1.00 0.000 0.160 12 1.00 0.000 0.225 
13 0.816 0.150 0.000 14 0.875 0.150 0.106 
16 0.875 0.150 0.212 16 0.876 0.150 0.319 
17 0.876 0.160 0.425 18 0.750 0.300 0.000 
19 0.760 0.300 0.137 20 0.750 0.300 0.276 
21 0.750 0.300 0.412 22 0.750 0.300 0.550 
23 0.625 0.450 0.000 // 24 0.625 0.450 0.169 
25 0.625 0.460 0.337 26 0.626 0.450 0.606 
27 0.626 0.450 0.675 28 0.500 0.600 0.000 
29 0.600 0.600 0.200 // 30 0.600 0.600 0.400 
31 0.500 0.600 0.600 32 0.500 0.600 0.800 
33 0.375 0.750 0.000 34 0.376 0.760 0.231 
35 0.376 0.760 0.462 36 0.376 0.750 0.694 
37 0.375 0.750 0.925 // 38 0.250 0.900 0.000 
39 0.260 0.900 0.262 40 0.250 0.900 0.625 
41 0.250 0.900 0.787 // 42 0.250 0.900 1.05 
43 0.126 1.05 0.000 14 0.125 1.05 0.294 
45 0.126 1.05 0.587 46 0.125 1.05 0.881 
47 0.125 1.05 1.17 // 48 0.000 1.20 0.325 
49 0.000 1.20 0.660 60 0.000 1.20 0.975 
61 1.22 0.000 0.300 62 1.15 0.000 0.300 
53 1.07 0.000 0.300 54 1.30 0.160 0.425 
65 1.19 0.150 0.425 66 1.09 0.150 0.425 
67 0.981 0.150 0.425 68 1.30 0.300 0.550 
69 1.16 0.300 0.650 60 1.02 0.300 0.550 
61 0.887 0.300 0.550 62 1.30 0.460 0.675 
63 1.13 0.450 0.676 64 0.962 0.450 0.675 
65 0.791 0.450 0.675 66 1.30 0.600 0.800 
67 1.10 0.600 0.800 68 0.900 0.600 0.800 
69 0.700 0.600 0.800 // 70 1.30 0.750 0.925 
71 1.07 0.750 0.925 72 0.837 0.750 0.925 
73 0.606 0.750 0.925 74 1.30 0.900 1.06 
75 1.04 0.900 1.05 76 0.776 0.900 1.05 
77 0.612 0.900 1.05 78 1.30 1.06 1.17 
79 1.01 1.06 1.17 80 0.712 1.05 1.17 
81 0.419 1.06 1.17 82 0.976 1.20 1.30 
83 0.650 1.20 1.30 // 84 0.325 1.20 1.30 
85 0.000 1.85 0.000 // 86 0.000 1.85 0.325 
87 0.000 1.85 0.650 88 0.000 1.85 0.975 
89 0.000 1.85 1.30 90 0.000 2.50 0.000 
91 0.000 2.50 0.325 92 0.000 2.60 0.660 
93 0.000 2.50 0.976 94 0.000 2.50 1.30 
96 0.000 3.15 0.000 96 0.000 3.15 0.325 
97 0.000 3.16 0.650 // 98 0.000 3.15 0.976 
99 0.000 3.15 1.30 // 100 0.000 3.80 0.325 
101 0.000 3.80 0.650 // 102 0.000 3.80 0.975 
103 1.30 1.85 1.30 104 0.975 1.85 1.30 
105 0.650 1.85 1.30 106 0.325 1.85 1.30 
107 1.30 2.60 1.30 108 0.975 2.50 1.30 
109 0.650 2.50 1.30 110 0.325 2.60 1.30 
111 1.30 3.16 1.30 112 0.975 3.15 1.30 
113 0.650 3.15 1.3D 114 0.326 3.16 1.30 
115 0.976 3.80 1.30 116 0.650 3.80 1.30 
117 0.325 3.80 1.30 
ele  
numb group ele  prop tnpo 
11 41320 11 10 13 
21 41320 1 14 13 10 
31 41320 1 10 II 14 
41 41320 1 15 14 11 
51 41320 1 11 12 15 
61 41320 1 16 15 12 
71 41320 1 12 2 16 
81 41320 1 17 16 2 
91 41320 1 13 14 18 
10 1 41320 1 14 19 18 
11 1 41320 1 14 15 19 
12 1 41320 1 15 20 19 
13 1 41320 1 15 16 20 
14 1 41320 1 16 21 20 
16 1 41320 1 16 17 21 
16 1 41320 1 17 22 21 
17 1 41320 1 18 19 23 
16 1 41320 1 19 24 23 
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Figure A2 PAFEC MESH GENERATION OF THE BIN 
PAFEC DATA INPUT FILE 1 
CONTROL 
FULL. CONTROL 
PIIASE"1 
PIIA9E"2 
PITA9L+1 
f7IASE 6 
PIIAME"7 
PIIASE"9 
STOP 
CONTROL. END 
TITLE STEEL 818 MMNO SUPPORT send fill (Inc vert load) quitter hin ofmIelled 
nodes 
node. nueber 2ye 
1 1.00 0.000 0.000 // 2 1.00 0.000 0.300 
3 0.000 1.20 0.000 // 4 0.000 1.20 1.30 
5 1.30 0.000 0.300 6 1.30 1.20 1.90 
7 0.000 3.80 0.000 // B 0.000 7.80 1.30 
9 1.30 3.80 1.30 // 10 1.00 0.000 0.760E-01 
11 1.00 0.000 0.150 // 12 1.00 0.000 0.226 
13 0.876 0.150 0.000 11 0.875 0.150 0.106 
15 0.075 0.150 0.212 16 0.676 0.160 0.319 
17 0.875 0.150 0.425 18 0.760 0.300 0.000 
19 0.760 0.300 0.117 // 20 0.750 0.300 0.275 
21 0.750 0.300 0.412 1/ 22 0.760 0.300 0.660 
23 0.626 0.450 0.000 // 21 0.625 0.450 0.169 
25 0.626 0.460 0.337 26 0.626 0.450 0.606 
27 0.625 0.450 0.675 28 0.600 0.600 0.000 
29 0.500 0.600 0.200 // 30 0.500 0.600 0.400 
31 0.500 0.600 0.600 32 0.500 0.600 0.600 
33 0.175 0.760 0.000 34 0.375 0.750 0.231 
35 0.375 0.750 0.462 // 36 0.375 0.750 0.694 
77 0.375 0.750 0.925 98 0.250 0.900 0.000 
39 0.250 0.900 0.262 // 40 0.250 0.900 0.526 
41 0.250 0.900 0.767 // 42 0.260 0.900 1.05 
43 0.125 1.05 0.000 // 4 0.125 1.05 0.294 
46 0.125 1.05 0.587 46 0.125 1.05 0.881 
41 0.125 1.06 1.17 // 48 0.000 1.20 0.226 
49 0.000 1.20 0.650 50 0.000 1.20 0.976 
61 1.22 0.000 0.300 52 1.15 0.000 0.300 
67 1.07 0.000 0.300 64 1.30 0.150 0.425 
65 1.19 0.150 0.425 56 1.09 0.150 0.425 
57 0.981 0.150 0.425 58 1.30 0.300 0.650 
59 1.16 0.300 0.550 // 60 1.02 0.300 0.550 
61 0.867 0.300 0.550 62 1.30 0.450 0.676 
63 1.13 0.450 0.675 64 0.982 0.450 0.676 
65 0.701 0.460 0.676 66 1.10 0.600 0.800 
67 1.10 0.600 0.800 68 0.900 0.600 0.800 
69 0.700 0.600 0.800 // 70 1.30 0.750 0.926 
71 1.07 0.750 0.926 72 0.837 0.750 0.925 
73 0.606 0.750 0.925 // 74 1.30 0.900 1.05 
75 1.04 0.900 1.06 76 0.775 0.900 1.05 
77 0.512 0.900 1.05 // 78 1.30 1.05 1.17 
79 1.01 1.06 1.17 // 80 0.712 1.05 1.17 
at 0.419 1.06 1.17 62 0.975 1.20 1.30 
83 0.650 1.20 1.10 // 84 0.325 1.20 1.10 
85 0.000 1.85 0.000 // 89 0.000 1.85 0.26 
87 0.000 1.85 0.650 86 0.000 1.05 0.915 
89 0.000 1.05 1.30 90 0.000 2.60 0.000 
91 0.000 2.60 0.325 92 0.000 2.60 0.660 
93 0.000 2.60 0.976 // 94 0.000 2.50 1.30 
96 0.000 x. 16 0.000 96 0.000 x. 15 0.325 
97 0.000 3.15 0.650 // 98 0.000 1.16 0.975 
99 0.000 1.15 1.10 // 100 0.000 x. 60 0.326 
101 0.000 3.80 0.650 // 102 0.000 3.80 0.975 
103 1.30 1.85 1.10 104 0.916 1.85 1.10 
IOS 0.650 1.85 1.90 106 0.725 1.85 1.10 
107 1.30 2.50 1.10 108 0.976 2.50 1.30 
109 0.650 2.50 1.30 110 0.225 2.50 1.00 
111 1.30 x. 15 1.10 112 0.975 3.15 1.10 
113 0.650 x. 15 1.30 114 0.326 x. 15 1.30 
115 0.076 3.80 1.30 116 0.650 3.80 1.10 
117 0.126 3.80 1.10 
ele  
numb group oleo prop tape 
11 41320 11 10 17 
21 41320 1 14 13 10 
31 41320 1 10 It 14 
41 41220 1 16 14 11 
6141201 If 13 is 
61 41 20 1 16 16 12 
71 41320 1 12 2 10 
81 41320 1 17 16 2 
9 141720 1 13 11 IB 
10 1 41320 1 14 19 18 
11 141320 1 14 16 19 
12 1 41320 1 16 20 19 
13 1 41320 1 16 I6 20 
11 1 41320 1 16 21 20 
16 1 41320 1 16 11 21 
16 1 41320 1 11 22 21 
17 141 20 1 I6 It 23 
to 1 41320 1 19 24 23 
H1 41320 i i9 20 24 
20 1 41320 1 20 25 24 
21 1 41320 1 20 21 25 
22 1 41320 1 21 26 25 
23 1 41320 1 21 22 26 
24 1 41720 1 22 21 26 
25 1 41320 1 23 24 28 
26 1 41320 1 24 29 28 
21 1 41320 1 24 25 29 
26 1 41320 1 25 30 29 
29 1 41320 1 25 26 30 
30 1 41320 1 26 31 30 
31 1 41320 1 26 27 31 
32 1 41320 1 27 32 31 
33 1 41320 1 28 29 33 
34 1 41320 1 29 34 33 
35 1 41320 1 29 30 34 
36 1 41320 1 30 35 34 
31 1 41320 1 30 31 35 
38 1 41320 1 31 36 35 
39 1 41320 1 31 32 36 
40 1 41320 1 32 37 36 
41 1 41320 1 33 34 38 
42 1 41320 1 34 39 38 
43 1 41320 1 34 36 39 
41 1 41320 1 35 40 39 
15 1 41320 1 35 36 40 
46 1 41320 1 36 41 40 
47 1 41320 1 36 37 41 
48 1 41320 1 37 42 41 
49 1 41320 1 38 39 43 
50 1 41320 1 39 11 13 
51 1 41320 1 39 10 44 
52 1 41320 1 40 45 44 
63 1 41320 1 40 41 45 
54 1 41320 1 41 46 45 
55 1 11320 1 41 42 46 
66 1 41320 1 42 47 46 
67 1 41320 1 43 44 3 
68 1 11320 1 44 18 3 
59 1 41320 1 11 45 48 
60 1 41320 1 45 49 48 
61 1 41320 1 45 46 49 
62 1 41320 1 46 60 49 
67 1 41320 1 46 47 50 
64 1 41320 1 47 4 60 
65 2 41320 15 61 54 
66 2 41320 1 65 54 51 
67 2 41320 1 51 62 55 
68 2 41320 1 56 65 52 
69 2 11320 1 62 53 Be 
70 2 41320 1 57 66 63 
71 2 41320 1 53 2 67 
72 2 41320 1 17 57 2 
73 2 41320 1 54 55 68 
74 2 41320 1 55 59 58 
75 2 41320 1 55 56 59 
76 2 41320 1 66 60 59 
77 2 41320 1 66 67 60 
78 2 41320 1 67 61 60 
79 2 41320 1 57 17 61 
80 2 41320 1 17 22 61 
81 2 41320 1 68 69 62 
82 2 41320 1 69 63 62 
83 2 41320 1 69 60 63 
84 2 41320 1 60 64 63 
85 2 41320 1 60 61 64 
86 2 41320 1 61 65 64 
87 2 41320 1 61 22 65 
88 2 41320 1 22 27 65 
89 2 41320 1 62 63 66 
90 2 41320 1 63 67 66 
91 2 41320 1 63 64 67 
92 2 41320 1 64 68 67 
93 2 41320 1 64 65 68 
94 2 41320 1 86 69 GO 
95 2 41320 1 Be 27 69 
96 2 41320 1 27 32 69 
97 2 41320 1 66 67 70 
98 2 41320 1 67 71 70 
99 2 41320 1 67 68 71 
100 2 41320 1 68 72 71 
101 2 41320 1 68 69 72 
102 2 41320 1 69 73 72 
103 2 41320 1 69 32 73 
104 2 11320 1 32 37 73 
105 2 41320 1 70 71 74 
106 2 41320 1 71 75 74 
107 2 41320 1 71 72 76 
108 2 41320 1 72 76 75 
109 2 41320 1 72 73 76 
110 2 41320 1 73 77 76 
111 2 41320 1 73 37 77 
112 2 41320 1 37 42 77 
113 2 41320 1 74 76 78 
114 2 41320 1 75 79 78 
115 2 41320 1 75 75 79 
11e 2 41220 1 7e 80 79 
117 2 4120 1 76 77 80 
118 2 41320 1 77 81 80 
119 2 41220 1 77 42 81 
120 2 41320 1 42 47 81 
121 2 41320 1 78 79 6 
122 2 41320 1 79 82 6 
123 2 41320 1 79 80 82 
124 2 41320 1 80 83 82 
125 2 41320 1 80 81 83 
126 2 41320 1 81 84 83 
127 2 41320 1 81 47 84 
128 2 41320 1 47 4 84 
129 3 41320 13 48 85 
130 3 41320 1 86 86 48 
131 3 41320 1 46 49 86 
132 3 41320 1 87 86 49 
133 3 41320 1 49 50 87 
134 3 41320 1 88 87 60 
135 3 41320 1 50 4 Be 
136 3 41320 1 89 Be 4 
137 3 41320 1 85 86 90 
138 3 41320 1 Be 91 90 
139 3 41320 1 Be 87 91 
140 3 41320 1 87 92 91 
141 3 41320 1 87 Be 92 
142 3 41320 1 88 93 92 
143 3 41320 1 88 89 93 
144 3 41320 1 89 94 93 
145 3 41320 1 90 91 95 
146 3 41320 1 91 96 95 
147 3 41320 1 91 92 96 
148 3 41320 1 92 97 96 
149 3 41320 1 92 93 97 
150 3 41320 1 93 98 97 
151 3 41320 1 93 94 90 
162 3 41320 1 94 99 98 
163 3 41320 1 95 96 7 
154 3 41320 1 96 100 7 
156 3 41320 1 96 97 100 
156 3 41320 1 97 101 100 
157 3 41320 1 97 98 101 
158 3 41320 1 98 102 101 
159 3 41320 1 96 99 102 
160 3 41320 1 99 8 102 
lei 4 41316 16 At 103 
162 4 41320 1 104 103 82 
163 4 41320 1 82 03 104 
164 4 41320 1 105 104 83 
165 4 41320 1 83 84 105 
166 4 41320 1 106 105 84 
167 4 41320 1 84 4 106 
168 4 41320 1 89 106 4 
169 4 41320 1 103 104 107 
170 4 41320 1 104 108 107 
171 4 41320 1 104 105 108 
172 4 41320 1 105 109 108 
173 4 41320 1 105 106 109 
174 4 41320 1 106 110 109 
175 4 41320 1 106 89 110 
176 4 41320 1 89 94 110 
177 4 41320 1 107 lob III 
178 4 41320 1 108 112 111 
179 4 41320 1 108 109 112 
180 4 41320 1 109 113 112 
181 4 41720 1 109 110 113 
182 4 41320 1 110 114 113 
183 4 41320 1 110 94 114 
184 4 41320 1 94 99 114 
18$ 4 41320 1 111 112 9 
186 4 41320 1 112 115 9 
187 4 41320 1 112 113 116 
188 4 41320 1 113 116 115 
189 4 41320 1 113 114 116 
190 4 41320 1 114 117 lie 
191 4 41320 1 114 99 117 
192 4 41320 1 99 8 It? 
pletee. and. ehells 
Date thic 
1 0.016 
nxee 
axle relax type node and an42 ang3 
4111 39.806 0.0 0.0 
51120.0 0.0 -39.806 
local 
node loco 
14 
10 4 
131 14 4 
15 4 
16 4 
I8 4 
19 4 
20 4 
21 4 
23 4 
24 4 
26 4 
28 4 
29 4 
30 4 
31 4 
33 4 
34 4 
35 4 
36 4 
38 4 
39 4 
40 4 
41 4 
43 4 
44 4 
45 4 
46 4 
34 
48 4 
49 4 
60 4 
65 
51 5 
52 5 
63 6 
545 
65 5 
56 5 
57 5 
58 6 
59 5 
60 5 
61 5 
62 5 
63 5 
64 6 
65 5 
66 6 
67 5 
68 5 
69 5 
70 5 
71 5 
72 6 
73 5 
74 6 
75 5 
76 6 
77 6 
78 6 
79 6 
80 5 
81 5 
82 5 
63 5 
84 5 
loads 
node dire Yalu 
10 2 -34040 
12 2 -34040 
51 2 -34040 
53 2 -34040 
14 2 -32340 
16 2 -32340 
55 2 -32340 
57 2 -32340 
19 2 -30660 
21 2 -30660 
-" 59 7 -3uC6u 
61 2 -30660 
24 2 -28960 
26 2 -28960 
63 2 -28960 
65 2 -28960 
29 2 -27260' 
31 2 -27260 
61 2 -27260 
69 2 -27260 
34 2 -25560 
36 2 -25560 
71 2 -25560 
73 2 -25560 
39 2 -23860 
41 2 -23860 
75 2 -23860 
77 2 -23860 
44 2 -22160 
46 2 -22160 
79 2 -22160 
81 2 -22160 
48 2 -20480 
50 2 -20480 
82 2 -20480 
84 2 -20480 
88 2 -10200 
Be 2 -10200 
104 2 -10200 
106 2 -10200 
91 2 -7540 
93 2 -7540 
108 2 -7640 
110 2 -7540 
96 2 -4200 
98 2 -4200 
112 2 -4200 
114 2 -4200 
pres 
pres list 
29480 1 10 11 12 
-29480 5 61 62 53 
28010 13 14 15 16 
-28010 54 55 56 57 
26550 18 19 20 21 
-26550 58 59 60 61 
25080 23 24 25 26 
-25080 62 63 64 65 
23610 28 29 30 31 
-23610 66 67 68 69 
22140 33 34 35 36 
-22140 70 71 72 73 
20670 38 39 40 41 
-20670 74 75 76 77 
19200 43 44 45 46 
-19200 78 79 80 81 
17730 3 48 49 50 
-17730 6 82 83 84 
8832 85 86 87 88 
-8832 103 104 105 106 
6536 90 91 92 93 
-6536 107 108 109 110 
3645 95 96 97 98 
-3645 111 112 113 114 
rest 
node plan dire 
322 
161 
243 
135 
51 51 
end. of. data 
PAFEC DATA INPUT FILE 2 
CONTROL 
I'IIASE*l 
MIASE22 
MIASE"4 
MIASE 6 
FIIASE 7 
I'I1ASE 8 
I'IIASE*9 
CONTROL. END 
TITLE STEEL BIN RENO SUPPORT send fill Jwneeen dint. q. nnrfpr hin wrnh11n1 
zero In-plane load 
NODES 
NODE 2Y2 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 1.0 
3 0.0 2.0 0.0 
4 0.0 2.0 1.0 
5 1.0 0.0 1.0 
6 1.0 2.0 1.0 
PAFOLOCKS 
CROUP ELEN NI N2 TOI'0 
1 41320 121234 
2 41320 125264 
MESH 
REFER SPAC 
18 
28 
PLATES 
MATER THICK 
1 0.010 
PRES 
FRES LIST 
10640 1789 10 11 12 13 2 
-10640 5 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
9735 11 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
-9735 91 92 93 94 05 96 97 98 
8870 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
-8870 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 
7745 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
-7745 107 108 109 lID 111 112 113 114 
6620 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 18 49 
-6620 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 
5175 50 51 52 53 64 55 56 57 68 
-5175 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 
3730 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
-3730 111 132 133 111 135 136 137 138 
1900 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 
-1900 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 
REST 
NODE PLANK DIRE 
1612 
54 23 
1553 
55 51 
FND. OF. DATA 
Appendix B Strain Gauge Results 
The primary reasons for the measurement of wall strains can be summarised as :- 
a. To check the symmetry of loads within the silo. 
b. To check the consistency of results throughout the test series. 
c. To check the accuracy of the Finite Element analysis of the silo model and to appraise the 
benefits of using a realistic pressure distribution for silo design. 
Only a limited selection of the strain gauge results has been presented during the discussion of each of 
these points. A full presentation of the results is given below. 
The positions of strain gauges fixed to the external faces of the silo walls are shown in Figure 8.1. A 
three element rectangular rosette was bonded to the external surface of the wall at each point. The 
strain gauge positions were not selected to identify the stress distribution within the silo walls and so it 
was not necessary to fix gauges to the internal faces of the silo walls. 
Figures B1 to B25 show the strain at each point of measurement throughout the filling process. The 
strain measured in three directions is given for each point vertical, horizontal, and at 45° to the vertical 
and horizontal axes. 
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